





The election of Town Officers will be held Tuesday, March 11, 1980
from 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. (Articles 1 & 2),' and the business
meeting of the Town from Article 3 forward will begin at 7:30 P.M.,
both at the Town Hall in Deering. While non-resident taxpayers
are ro: authorized to vote, they will be welcome at the business
session of the Town Mee ing on Tuesday, March 11 at 7:30 P.M.





Lotte Jacobi said, '"We came here summers for a few years and
we liked it so much we decided to live here."
With her came fame. Her photographic portraits of famous
people have gained world-wide acclaim. Local institutions have
awarded her honorary degrees. Books are written to tell the story
of her life, now at 83.
With Lotte came progress in Deering. She helped arrange the
Deering Conservation Committee in the 60's "to meet and see what
the town needed." Some of the results: a Ford Foundation project
to define the town's needs, the establishing of scenic roads to keep
the image of the town, a public town beach. Conservation Camp
for students, a town map of natural resources, the acquiring and
preservation of land for town use, a pollution survey, clean-up days
and maples on the town com.mon.
"My positive spirit gives me hope," she says. "Men will always
fight? I don't believe a word of it."
She will be remembered for the heat and drive and warmth of
!;er posiave spirit, - her mission: "I have to destroy the bad and
try to get decent things done instead." - accomplished. And more
to come!




SCHEDULE OF TOWN OFFICERS AND
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Town Offices and Committee Functions are held at the Deering
Town Hall.
Deering Town Hall Telephone Number - 464-3248
Board of Selectmen - 2nd & 4th Mondays - 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Town Clerk - Wednesdays - 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
1st Saturday of each month - 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Tax Collector - 1st Saturday of each month - 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Planning Board - 2nd Wednesday of each month at 7:30 p.m.
Conservation Commission - 3rd Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m.
EMERGENCY NUMBERS - TOWN OF DEERING
Hillsboro Fire Department
and Hillsboro Rescue Squad 464-312
Weare Fire Department
and Weare Rescue Squad 529-2333
Deering Police 464-3600
ALPHABETICAL LISTING
Appraisals of Real Property 58
Auditor's Certificate 45
Bicentennial Committee Financial Report 44
Bicentennial Committee & Historian Report 48
Budget 11
Central New Hampshire Regional Association Report 48
Comparative Statement 14
Conservation Commission Report 45
Detailed Statement of Payments 30
Financial Report - Balance Sheet, Receipts & Payments 19
Fire Department Report 46
Health Officer's Report 50
Highway Safety Committee Report 51
Historical Committee Report 50
Library Report 43
Minutes of the 1979 Town Meeting 51
Planning Board Report 47
Police Department Report 42
Revenue Sharing Report 28
Selectmen's Report 4
Special Town Hall Account 28
Statement of Appropriations & Taxes Assessed & Tax Rate 17
Statement of Long Term Debt 38
Summary Inventory of Valuation 16
Tax Collector's Report 24
Town Clerk's Report 28
Town Officers List 3
Town Property Schedule 24
Treasurer's Report 29
Trustees of Trust Funds Report 38
Vital Statistics S6
Warrant 6
PHERUS PRESS, HILLSBORO, N.H.
TOWN OFFICERS
(Dates Show When Term Expires)
Moderator - George Wolf (1980)
Selectmen - Roland F. Cote, Chairman (1980) - Thomas G. Allen
(1981) - Ernest E. Johnson (1982)
Town Treasurer - Clara T. Rich (1980)
Town Clerk - Eleanor Fitzpatrick (1980)
Tax Collector - Eleanor Fitzpatrick (1980)
Overseer of the Poor - Board of Selectmen
Highway Agent - Gordon W. Rich Jr. (1980)
Supervisors of the Check List - Gladys Snow, Chairman (1984) -
Evelyn Marotta (1980) - Hazel McAlister (1982)
Ballot Clerks - Barbara Clark, Alice Kulbacki, Ruth Wolf, Howard
Whitney
Auditors - Marjorie Heath (1980) - Marjorie Campbell (1980)
Library Trustees - Anne R. Carew (1982) - Virginia Bittenbender
(1981) - Peggy Nugent (1980)
Trustees of the Trust Funds - Thomas J. Copadis, Chairman (1982) -
Evelyn G. Rau (1981) - Edna Yeaple (1980)
Police Chief - Willard A. Campbell (1980)
Fire Chief - Jerry CiUey (1980)
Forest Fire Warden - Herschel Murdough
Surveyor of Wood & Lumber - Board of Selectmen
Health Officer - Dr. James M. Carew
Planning Board - Robert P. Nugent, Chairman (1983) - Beverly
Yeaple, Secretary (1983) - Ronald Elliott (1980) - John P.
Ramsay (1981) - Jay Taft (1982) - Edwin Dutton (1984) -
Thomas G. Allen, ex-officio (1980) - Alternates: Winthrop
Bartlett (1980) - Mary Greene (1981)
Conservation Commission - Frank Perrcault, Chairman (1980) -
Marguerite Dutton (1982) - William S. Kulbacki (1982) - Ellen
Wawrzynski (1980) - Neale Bacon (1981) - Rocco Marotta
Town Historian - Marjorie Heath
Director of Civil Defense - David A. Merrill (1980)
Animal Control Officer - Theodore Garfield (1980)
Representatives to the Central N.H. Regional Planning Commission -
Robert P. Nugent - Thomas G. Allen
Deering Highway Safety Committee - Willard A. Campbell, Chair-
man (1980) - Gordon W. Rich Jr. (1980) - Gordon W. Rich
Sr. (1981) - Rollande Cote (1981) - Doris E. Beane (1980) - John
Snow (1980)
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
After several years with a stable tax rate, rising costs covering
a wide range of operations, including the addition to the Hillsboro-
Deering Cooperative School, increased our tax rate for 1979 by
$5.60 per thousand of valuation. This adverse development was
mitigated somewhat by unusual weather the end of the year, leaving
a surplus in our overall budget for highway maintenance. Several
budget allotments, however, resulted in slight deficits due to un-
forseen operating expenses. Nevertheless, the Selectmen are pleased
to report an unexpended balance of over 9,000. for fiscal year 1979.
Renovation work in the Town Hall continued unabated. The
ceiling in the assembly hall has been upgraded and painted and the
kitchenette to the rear of the hall will soon be in operating condition.
A new Town garage has been erected at only a small cost increase
above the amount budgeted.
In an effort to minimize Town operating expenses, we sub-
scribed to a computer service during the year under review. Al-
though reduced expenses covering the Town blotter book, tax war-
rant and tax bills were achieved by this move, much greater savings
are expected in 1980. Further savings are anticipated should we
decide to use an offset printing service and issue a separate assess-
ment booklet next year, rather than include individual assessment
data in the annual Town report. It is proposed that such a booklet,
together with the required property inventory, be mailed to each
Deering propcrt)' owner annually. The Town report, on the other
hand, would not be mailed out as in the past, but copies would be
available from the Selectmen and the Town Clerk. Increasing print-
ing costs, as well as rising postage rates, argue persuasively for this
approach. We would appreciate your comments regarding these
proposals at Town meeting time.
The building of the new Town garage represents another
effort on the part of dedicated citizens of the Town of Deering
to donate their expertise to a communitj^-based project. A special
building committee, chaired by Russ Moline, included contractors
Bob Bennett and Frank Langlois, Bob Nugent, Chairman of the
Town Planning Board, and Gordon Rich, Town Road Agent. The
Selectm.en were represented on the committee by their Chairman,
Roland Cote. A hearty vote of thanks is extended to these citizens
for their contribution.
SPECIAL NOTE ON WARRANT ARTICLE NO. 18
The need for a complete revaluation of all the propeny^ in the
Town is urgent, in our view, if we are to retain "local control"
over our own affairs. Estimates, made by us in January, 1980 with
the assistance of the State Department of Revenue Administration,
show that serious inequities exist today, in spite of a State revalu-
ation in 1968 and our own in 1972. The real estate market has
"gone wild", as you all know.
We should like to point out that if this article is passed as
written the cost will be spread over a five year period, or $8,000.
per year. We anticipate that through investment of these funds to
receive more than enough income to offset any interest charges on
the borrowing and also to increase the $40,000. principal amount.
At the Town Meeting we will show how large the variations
in taxes actually paid by you and all other taxpayers are based on
the 1979 assessments, as well as our plans to keep the costs to a
minimum and under our own control. We strongly urge you to vote






State of New Hampshire
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Deering in the County of
Hillsborough, in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs,
GREETINGS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Deering
on Tuesday, the 11th day of March next, at 10:00 A.M. in the morn-
ing to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensu-
ing year. Polls will open at 10:00 A.M. in the morning and will
remain open until 6:00 P.M. (The polls may be continued to be
open following the above hour by vote of the Meeting, but may
not be closed before the hour of 6:00 P.M. - RSA 39:2).
Article 2. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 466:30-a which
makes it unlawful for an owner of any dog licensed or unlicensed
to allow said dog to run at large, except when accompanied by the
owner or custodian, and when used for hunting, herding, super-
vised competition or exhibition or training for such? (Ballot
Question).
Additionally, pursuant to RSA 39:2a you are hereby notified
that Article 3 through 29 will be taken up at 7:30 P.M.
(All Articles hereinafter are submitted by the Selectmen unless
otherwise noted.)
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to accept the reports of
the Town Officers, Agents, Committees, and Auditors for the year
1979.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the following sums of money: Town Officers Salaries 1 10,500.;
Town Officers Expenses $12,000.; Election and Registration $1,600.;
Town Buildings and the purchase of office equipment $9,000.; So-
cial Security Payments $4,500.; Insurance $9,000.; Damages and
Legal Expenses $2,000.; Dog Expenses $400.; Dumps and Trash Re-
moval $8,250.; Vital Statistics $25.; Street Lighting $1,600.; Library
$35.; Town Poor $2,000.; Old Age Assistance $1,000.; Aid to Per-
manently and Totally Disabled $1,000.; Cemetery Care $1,000.; Hills-
boro District Nursing Association $400.; and to raise and appro-
priate such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town
charges for the year 1980 or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to auction property taken by Tax Collector's Deeds, in accord-
ance with the provisions of RSA 80:42.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize prepayment
of resident taxes and to authorize the tax collector to accept pre-
payments as provided by RSA 80:1 -a.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to continue membership
in the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission and
raise and appropriate the sum of $602. for the Town's share of
the operating costs of said Commission, or to take any other action
relating thereto.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $800. for the current operating expenses of the Planning
Board and the sum of $350. for the current operating expenses of
the Conservation Commission, or to take any other action relating
thereto.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500. for continuing and making corrections to the
Town Tax Map, which is required by RSA 31:95a, or to take any
other action relating thereto.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,500. for the Police Department, the sum of $5,000.
for the Fire Department, and the sum of $200. for Civil Defense, or
to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200. for the support of the Hillsboro Rescue Squad and
the sum of $100. for the Weare Rescue Squad, or to take any other
action relating thereto.
xArticle 13. To see if the Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,500. to continue the renovations of the Town Hall,
or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the following sums of money for Highway purposes: (1) Road
Maintenance $47,500.; (2) General Expenses of the Highway De-
partment $18,500.; (3) Road Sealing $9,000.; and to raise by State
Grant, Highway Subsidy, and appropriate the sum of $13,267.79
to be used for the maintenance of Town Highways under the pro-
visions of RSA 241:14 as amended; and to further raise by State
Grant, Highway Subsidy, and appropriate the sum of $11,111.28 to
be used for the maintenance of Town Highways under the pro-
visions of RSA 214:15 as amended, or to take any other action re-
lating thereto.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1221.91 to secure Town Road Aid (State Share $8,146.08)
or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,500. for a reversible plow for the Highway Depart-
ment and authorize the withdrawal of $6,500. for this purpose from
the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the
State and Local Assistance Act of 1972, or to take any other action
relating thereto.
Ajticle 17. To see if the Town will vote to accept DriscoU
Road, which runs from Center Range Road to the intersection of
Glen Road and Tubbs Hill Road, as a Class V town highway, or to
take any other action relating thereto.
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $40,000. for the purpose of entering into a contract with
the Department of Revenue Administration of the State of New
Hampshire for a complete reassessment of the entire taxable and
non-taxable real estate in the Town, and to raise such sum by the
issuance of bonds or notes to be repaid over a five (5) year
period under and in compliance with the provisions of RSA 33:3b
(Municipal Finance Act) or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2000. as the Town's share of a Communication Dispatch
Center to be located in the Town of Hillsborough, to serve the
Town's Police and Fire departments, or to take any other action
relating thereto.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5000. for the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve
Fund, or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 21. To see if the Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5000. for the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund, or to
take any other action relating thereto.
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and
authorize withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund established
under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972
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for use as setoffs against budget appropriations in the amount indi-
cated; and, further to authorize the Selectmen to make pro-rata
reductions in the amounts if estimated entitlements are reduced,
or to take any other action relating thereto.
Appropriation Estimated Amount
Road Maintenance $2000.
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and
authorize withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund established
under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972
for use as setoffs against budget appropriations in the amount indi-
cated; and further to authorize the Selectmen to make pro-rata
increases in the amounts if estimated entitlements are increased or
pro-rata reductions in the amounts if the estimated entitlements are
reduced, or to take any other action relating thereto.
Appropriation Estimated Amount
Town Hall Renovations $ 3500.
Road Maintenance 5000.
$ 8500.
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to convey to Laura M.
Johnson, a/k/a Laura Johnson a thirty (30) foot wide roadway,
known as Fisher Road, conveyed by Louis J. Fisher and Orvis
Fisher to the Town of Deering by deed dated July 9, 1957 and
recorded in the Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds in Volume
1519, Page 483 and in place thereof accept the conveyance from
Laura M. Johnson, a/k/a Laura Johnson of a fifty (50) foot wide
strip shown as Private Road on "Plan of Lots in Deering, New
Hampshire, owned by Laura M. Johnson, RFD #1, Box 164, Hills-
borough, N. H. 03244, Scale 1" = 50' June 15, 1979, revised July
31, 1979, Donald R. Mellen, Surveyor, Hillsborough, N. H.", or to
take any other action relating thereto.
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from the
State, Federal or another governmental unit or a private source
which becomes available during the year in accordance with the
procedures set forth in RSA 31:95-b, or to take any other action
relating thereto.
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to accept or purchase on behalf of the Town any
Federal or State surplus fire or highway equipment, or to take any
other action relating thereto.
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to trade, sell or otherwise dispose of any surplus Town prop-
erty, or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to have the Board of
Selectmen select the cover for all Annual Town Reports.
Article 29. To transact any other business that may legally
be brought before this meeting.











APPROPRIATIONS AND ESTIMATES OF REVEN^UE FOR






Election and Registration exp.
Expenses town hall & other bldgs.
Reappraisal of Property
Protection of Persons & Prop.:
Police Department










Town Dump & garbage removal
























Advertising & Regional Assoc.
Interest received on Deposits 1,875.00 2,201.86 2,200.00
Income from Trust Funds 204.00 203.78 207.96
Income from Departments &
Planning Board 210.00 1,704.12 400.00
Surplus 15,000.00 7,000.00 15,000.00
Insurance Rebate 456.40
Garage Plans sold 260.00
Receipts other than Current Revenue:
Proceeds of Long Term Notes 30,000.00 30,000.00 40,000.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 13,300.00 9,034.84 8,500.00














SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
TAX YEAR 1979
Land - Improved and Unimproved
Buildings
Public Utilities - Electric
House Trailers, Mobile Homes & Travel Trailers
Assessed as Personal Property (93)
TOTAL Valuations Before Exemptions Allowed













NET Valuation on Which Tax Rate is Computed $12,305,710
Utilities: Public Service Co. of N.H. 365,200
Number of Inventories distributed in 1979 743
Number of Inventories properly completed 1979 633
Individuals Applying for Elderly Exemption 1979 22
Individuals Granted Elderly Exemption 1979 at $5,000. 22
Number of Property Owners granted Cxirrent
Use Exemption in 1979















normal assess. C.U. assess.
TOTAL Assessed Value of Land Under
Current Use 3,717.573 835,559
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report










FOR THE TAX YEAR 1979
Purposes of Appropriations
General Government:
Town Officers' Salaries 9,800.00
Town Officers' Expenses 10,000.00
Election and Registration Expenses 500.00
Town Hall and Other Buildings Expenses 5,500.00
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department 9,500.00
Fire Department, including Forest Fires 6,000.00
Planning and Zoning 400.00






Town Dump and Garbage Removal 8,250.00
District Nurse Association 200.00
Highways & Bridges: Town Road Aid 1,240.00
Town Maintenance 47,500.00
Street Lighting 1,600.00
General Expenses of Highway Department 16,000.00
Road Sealing 9,000.00
Highway Subsidy 13,354.00
Additional Highway Subsidy 8,658.00
Libraries: 35.00
Public Welfare: Town Poor 1,000.00
Old Age Assistance 1,000.00
Aid to Permanently and Totally Disabled 1,000.00
Public Service Enterprises: Cemeteries 1,000.00
Unclassified: Damages and Legal Expenses 1,000.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 540.00
Employees' Retirement and Social Security 3,500.00
Tax Map 500.00
Town Hall Renovations 3,500
Debt Service: Interest - Long Term Notes 825.00
Capital Outlay: Town Garage 30,000.00
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds:
Highway Equipment Account 5,000.00





Resident Taxes $ 5,990.00
Yield Taxes 5,234.00
Interest on Delinquent Taxes 1,700.00
Resident Tax Penalties 26.00
Inventory Penalties 1,000.00
Land Use Change Tax 2,220.00
From State: Meals and Rooms Tax 5,295.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 9,811.00
Savings Bank Tax 369.00
Highway Subsidy 21,735.00
Reimbursement a/c State - Federal Forest Land 148.00
Reimbursement a/c Fighting Forest Fires 4.00
Boston & Maine R.R. Tax 134.00
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees 21,200.00
Dog Licenses 900.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 153.00
Rent of Town Property 260.00
Interest Received on Deposits 1,875.00
Income from Trust Funds 204.00
Income from Departments 210.00
Surplus 7,000.00
Receipts other than Current Revenue:
Proceeds of Bonds and Long Term Notes 30,000.00
Revenue Sharing Funds 13,300.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $128,768.00
Total Town Appropriations $210,377.00
Total Revenues and Credits 128,768.00
Net Town Appropriations 81,609.00
Net School Appropriations 281,641.00
County Tax Assessments 32,089.00
TOTAL of Town, School and County $395,339.00
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 14,370.00
ADD War Service Credits 4,700.00
ADD Overlay 8,114.00
Property Taxes To Be Raised $393,783.00
Less War Service Credits 4,700.00
TOTAL TAX COMMITTMENT $389,083.00
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TAX RATES 1978 1979
Town .55 .74
School District 1.88 2.21
County .21 .25
Average Rate 2.64 3.20
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report







FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF DEERING
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1979
ASSETS
,362.79
Cash: In hands of Treasurer
In hands of Officials
TOTAL 62,837.39
GRAND TOTAL $183,117.32
Current Surplus, Dec. 31, 1978 $ 16,869.55
Current Surplus, Dec. 31, 1979 23,103.71
Increase of Surplus - Change in
Financial Condition $ 6,234.16
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds | 357.79
Due to State: 2% Bond & Debt
Retirement Taxes (Uncollected $191.88)
(Collected - not remitted to State
Treas. $854.85) 1,046.73
Yield Tax Deposits 2,625.00
School District Tax Payable 140,820.48
Other Liabilities
Unexpended Class V Highway Funds 5,163.61
TOTAL Accounts Owed by Town $150,013.61






From Local Taxes: (Collected and re-
mitted to Treasurer) Prop. Taxes - 1979 $331,714.37
Resident Taxes - 1979 5,570.00
Land Use Change Tax - 1979 2,479.30
Yield Taxes - 1979 5,778.23
Total Current Year's Taxes
Collected and Remitted $345,541.90
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes
Previous Years 39,066.79
Resident Taxes - Previous Years 260.00
Interest received on DeHnquent Taxes 2,753.65
Penalties: Resident Taxes 37.00
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Tax sales redeemed 3,536.33
Total Previous Year's Taxes
Collected and Remitted
TOTAL Taxes Collected and Remitted
From State:
Meals and Rooms Tax





Class V. Highway Maintenance
Reimbursement a-c State and Federal
Forest Land
Reimb. a-c Fighting Forest Fires
Reimb. a-c Business Profits Tax
TOTAL Receipt from State
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees
Rent of Town Property
Interest Received on Deposits
Income from Trust Funds
Income from Departments
TOTAL Income from Local Sources
Receipts Other than Current Revenue:
Proceeds of Long Term Notes
Insurance Adjustments
Refunds
Sale of town property - Garage Plans
Yield Tax Security Deposits
TOTAL Receipts other than
Current Revenue
Grants from Federal Government
Revenue Sharing
Interest on Investments of Revenue Sharing




Town Officers' salaries $ 9,951.14
Town Officers' expenses 10,392.97
Election and Registration expenses 639.95
Town Hall and Other Town
Buildings expenses 6,045.00
TOTAL General Governmental Expenses
TOTAL Outlay Payments 83,452.35
PavTnents to Other Govt. Divisions:
Payment to State a-c Dog License Fees 90.00
Payments to State a-c Bond & Debt
Retirement Taxes 2,210.08
Taxes paid to County 32,089.00
Payments to School District (1978 Tax
$135,828.15) (1979 Tax $140,820.60) 276,648.75
TOTAL Payments to Other Govern-
mental Divisions 311,037.83
TOTAL Payments for all Purposes $544,242.70
Cash on hand December 31, 1979 108,352.79
GRAND TOTAL $652,595.49
SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Long Term Notes Outstanding Amount
Serial Note 1, - 1980 $10,000.00
Serial Note 2. - 1981 10,000.00
Serial Note 3. - 1982 10,000.00
TOTAL Long Term Notes Outstanding $ 30,000.00
Total Long Term Indebtedness, Dec. 31, 1979 $ 30,000.00
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG TERM
INDEBTEDNESS
Long Term Notes Issued 30,000.00
Outstanding Long Term Debt, Dec. 31, 1979 $ 30,000.00
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report










SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1979
Description Value
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 45,000
Furniture and Equipment 8,500
Libraries, Land and Buildings 2,500
Furniture and Equipment 50
Police Department, Equipment 10,000
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 15,510
Equipment 6,800
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 33,000
Equipment 70,000
Materials and Supplies 200
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 8,100
All Lands and Buildings acquired through











Land Use Change Taxes 2,479.30
Interest Collected 321.70
Penalties on Resident Taxes 11.00
Penalties on Resident Taxes
Interest Collected on Delinquent Prop. Taxes 136.73
TOTAL DEBITS $ 1,136.05
CREDIT
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1979:
Property Taxes $ 390.66
Interest Collected During Year 136.73





Uncollected Taxes - December 31, 1979:
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes 318.88
TOTAL CREDITS $ 1,136.05
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1979
DEBIT
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT






Payments to Town Treasurer:















Capital Reserve - Highway Equipment
Capital Reserve - Fire Truck
TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT





Additional Highway Subsidy 8,381.48





Reimbursement for State & Federal Lands 147.84
Interest & Dividends Tax 9,811.26
Savings Bank Tax 368.66
Railroad Tax 133.52
Rooms & Meals Tax 5,294.50
Business Profits Tax 14,370.37
Conservation Commission Credit 5.50
Reimbursement Welfare 42.00
Insurance Rebate 456.40
Fire Department Income 443.18
Public Service Refund 13.47
Town Officers Expenses Refund 50.00
Sale of Check Lists 11.40
Police Income 342.63
Planning Board Income 539.05
Forest Fires 3,60
Rental of Town Hall 545.00
Building Permits 38.00
Pistol Permits 42.00
Trailer Park Licenses 50.00
Junk Yard Licenses 50.00
Sale of Subdivision Regulations 10.00
Trustee of Trust Funds - School Fund 203.78
Receipts of Garage Loan 30,000.00
Sale of Garage Plans 260.00
Timber Yield Deposits 3,545.00
Interest on Savings 2,201.86
TOTAL Income $652,595.49
Per Selectmen's Orders Paid 544,242.70
Balance December 31, 1979 $108,352.79
Balance in Savings Account $ 1,377.48
Balance in Checking Account 106,617.52
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Balance in Revenue Sharing Account 357.79




DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
(Appropriation $9,800)
Marjorie Heath, Auditor $ 185.37
Marjorie Campbell, Auditor 167.12
Thomas J. Copadis, Trustee 75.00
Eleanor Fitzpatrick, Tax Collector and Clerk 3,000.00
Clara T. Rich, Treasurer and Clerk 2,200.00
Whitney S. Yeaple, Selectman 250.00
Ernest E. Johnson, Selectman 750.00
Roland F. Cote, Selectman 1,000.00







N.H. Town Clerks Assn., dues $ 20.00
N.H. Tax Collectors Assn., dues 12.00
N.H. Assn of Assessing Officials, dues 20.00
N.H. Municipal Secretaries Assn., dues 10.00
N.H. Local Welfare Assn., dues 5.00
N.H. Municipal Assn., dues 200.00
Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds 205.75
Treasurer, State of N.H. 41.62
Postmaster of Hillsborough, postage 639.60
Postage for Town Reports 397.50
Pherus Press, town reports 2,034.00
Pherus Press, printing and supplies 415.05
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W. C. Sterling Insurance Agency, bonds 324.00
The Messenger, ads 178.75
Contoocook Valley Advertiser, ads 30.00
Brown & Saltmarsh, supplies 194.30
Society for Protection of N.H. Forests, book 3.00
Wheeler & Clark, supplies 54.34
Webers News, supplies 84.01
N.A.D.A., books 80.00
Branham Publishers, books 16.50
Jones Office Equipment, supplies 48.68
Pine Ridge Florist 25.00
R & R, typewriter 214.97
N.H. Tax Collectors Assn., meeting & book 15.00
Town Clerk's Conference 49.25
N.H. Municipal Assn., conference 124.00
Non-Profit Computer Systems 630.04
Eleanor Fitzpatrick, secretary 3,433.63
Eleanor Fitzpatrick, expenses 269.15
Clara Rich, clerical 246.00
Whitney Yeaple, expenses 25.92
Roland Cote, expenses 317.39
Ernest Johnson, expenses 26.40




Reimbursement 1 1 .40
$511.40
Hazel McAllister, Supervisor $ 54.00
Evelyn Marotta, Supervisor 54.75
Gladys Snow, Supervisor 62.75
Barbara Clark, ballot clerk 25.50
Alice Kulbacki, ballot clerk 25.50
Ruth Wolf, ballot clerk 25.50
Howard Whitney, ballot clork 25.50
Eleanor Fitzpatrick, clerk 36.00
George Wofr, Moderator 70.00
Gladys Snow, expenses 1.50
Pherus Press, check lists 258.95
$ 639.95
DAMAGES AND LEGAL EXPENSES
(Appropriation $1,000.)




Treasurer, State of N.H. $ 90.00
Theodore Garfield, Animal Control Officer 200.00
$ 290.00




Public Service Company of N.H. $ 1,238.39
PLANNING COMMISSIONS
(Appropriation $540)
Central N.H. Regional Planning Commission, dues $ 540.00
RESCUE SQUADS
(Appropriation $300)
Hillsboro Rescue Squad $ 200.00









Motorola Inc., radio euipment $ 1,499.90
Communications Systems Center, radios 364.90
Jerry Cilley, radio 301.00
Deering Volunteer Fire Dept., radio 422.89
Raymond Farrell, furnace 1,075.25
W'. Northrop 38.00
James Dumais, plowing 130.00
Century Auto 2.22
Speedway Stations Inc. 11.90




Central Tire Co. 52.63
Mr. Gee Tire Shop 5.00
Kenneth Reed, signs 50.00
Sanel Auto 241.03
Leonard Buxton 29.00
Hillsboro Lumber Co. 125.97
State of N.H. 2.00
Valley Hardware 29.13
Town of Hillsboro 1,028.39
Town of Hillsboro, forest fire 106.98
Herschel Murdough. Forest Fire Warden 16.42















Town of Hillsboro $ 8,000.00







N.H. Asn. of Conservation Commissions, dues $ 40.00
Treasurer, State of N.H., town markers 41.25
Marguerite Dutton, expenses 108.69
N.H. Public Television, film rental 20.00





Contoocook Valley Advertiser, ads
The Messenger, ads











Russell Moline, fee and plans $ 315.00
Contoocook Valley Advertiser, ads 75.00
Manchester Union Leader, ads 151.11
Reimbursement for plans returned 30.00





Rental of Equipment $ 26,397.86
Labor: Louis Nikias 5,301.00
Vernon Meattey 796.00
Clarence Russell 1,260.00









Hillsboro Lumber Company $ 166.89

































































































STATEMENT OF LONG TERM DEBT
As of December 31, 1979
Town Garage Construction







TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS REPORT
December 31, 1979
Balance of Income in Banks as of
December 31, 1978 $ 847.59
RECEIPTS:
Income 1979 (Common Trust Fund)
Principal Account No. 1-146 $ 1,199.64
Income Account No. 294190 26.57
Dividends - Vance Sanders Inv. Fund Inc. 219.44
Vance Sanders Inv. Fund Inc. 321.18
Eaton & Howard Balanced Fund 206.22
1,973.05
Income 1979 (Non-Common Trust)
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Cemetery Account No. 326702 33.04
Town Appropriation 1,000.00
Deering Celebration Account No. 361700 31.63
Capital Reserve - Highway No. 320203441 111.23
Fire Dept. No. 320203441 111.23
GRAND TOTAL
REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS OF THE TOWN
Date of
Creation Name of Trust Fund Purpose How Invested
12-31-79 Total Common Trust Funds Common Trust
1967 Deering Cemetery Account Cemetery Care Amoskeag
1974 Deering Celebration Accoimt Town Celebrations Amoskeag
1979 Capital Reserve Fund Highway Equip. Amoskeag
1979 Capital Reserve Fund Fire Truck Amoskeag
Totals







Vance Sanders Investors Fund Inc.
Vance Sanders Investors Fund Inc.
Eaton & Howard Balanced Fund
Principal Savings Accounts - Amoskeag Savings Bank
TOTALS
40
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
At the completion of 1979 the police cruiser has been in service
for 17 months. The advantages of having an official cruiser have
reached beyond our original expectations. The Police Department
has received favorable comments from the public, attorneys, Sstate
Police and the court with respect to the cruiser.
This year the police answering service (464-3600) dispatch
received approximately 300 calls. Using this number in most cases
expedites a response to your call.
As you probably know, a new dispatch center is in the works.
This dispatch center is to be located in the Hillsboro Police Station.
The new dispatch center will be equipped with the latest communi-
cation equipment. With the improved handling of calls everybody
in the area will benefit.
Please continue to advise the Police Department when your






REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TREASURER FOR 1979
Balance on Hand December 31, 1978 $ 356.61
RECEIPTS:
Bank Interest $ 12.03
Book Sale 16.00
Opening Balance Plus Receipts 384.64
EXPENSES: Dating Stamp 2.65
Balance on Hand December 31, 1979 $ 381.99
Analysis of Balance
Bank of New Hampshire No. 24065 $ 379.95







This certifies that we the undersigned have examined the accounts





FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 1979
Balance on hand January 1, 1979 $ 2,762.40
RECEIPTS
44 Histories at §12.50 $ 550.00




Savings Bank interest 139.67
NOW account interest 17.54
TOTAL RECEIPTS 851.71
EXPENDITURES










This certifies that we have examined the reports and accounts
of the Selectmen, Tax Collector, Town Clerk, Town Treasurer,
Trustees of the Trust Funds and Library Treasurer for the year
1979 and find them correct.






In 1963 the New Hampshire Conservation Commission Enabl-
ing Act was signed into law entrusting each commission with the
protection of its watershed. In the spirit of local control central to
the tradition of government in New Hampshire, the duties of Con-
servation Commissions have been broadened legislatively to include
the power of local review over the Wetland dredge and fill projects
in their towns. As the first step in making an accurate index of all
wetlands in Deering, the Commission's Marguerite Dutton was
instrumental in initiating the soils survey currently being under-
taken by the Hillsboro County Soils Conservation Service scheduled
for completion by the summer of 1980. The Commission feels that
the preparation of an accurate map and evaluation of wetlands will
be of use in terms of time and money to the individual landowner,
developers, and the town agencies entrusted with the protection of
the public interest.
Town line markers ordered from the New Hampshire Depart-
ment of Pubhc Works and Highways have been installed at Union
Street and at River Road on the Deering - HiUsboro lines. Benning-
ton, Francestown, Henniker, and Weare have been contacted prior
to the placing of the remaining markers.
The Conservation Commission voted unanimously to cancel
their sponsorship of the annual Roadside Clean-up Day in response
to the failure of the legislature to approve the Bottle Bill. The local
newspapers were apprised of the Commission's stand on this issue
as were representatives Eaton, Humphrey, and Bosse.
In November the Commission sponsored a pot luck supper at
the Deering Community Church followed by a film, "Land Use
in New Hampshire". Approximately 90 people enjoyed the food,
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film, and subsequent discussion which centered on the specific
problems of land use in Deering.
Members of the Commission attended a number of meetings
during the year: A Planning Seminar and an Area Conservation
Committee meeting, both at New England College; the annual
meeting of the N.H. x\ssociation of Conservation Commissions in
Plymouth; and the hearings on the revised Rules and Regulations
of the Special Board on dredge and fill (Wetlands Board) in Con-
cord. The information gathered from these meetings is of significant
value in helping the Commission carry out its responsibilities to the
Town of Deering.
We welcomed Rocco Marotta to the Commission as a replace-








DEERING VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Fire Department responded to 19 calls this past year. 12
were in Town and 7 were stand-bys and assists to Hillsboro.
The Department purchased 5 more new monitors, a mobile
radio for the truck and a portable radio. All this new communication
equipment has proven to be quite valuable in cutting down on
response time in getting to the fires and communicating with other
departments responding.
The Department wishes to thank the townspeople for the sup-
port that they have given them this past year on their chicken bar-
becue and their monthly raffle and hope that support will continue
this year.
Anyone that is interested in joining the Department can stop
by the fire house on Old County Road the second Tuesday of the
month from seven until nine in the evening and make out an appli-
cation or contact the Chief at any time.
Due to the high cost of oil there are more people going back
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to burning wood and the department will be more than happy to
come out and inspect wood stoves or to answer any questions that
anyone might have pertaining to the safe installation and operation
of wood stoves.
Respectfully submitted,
JERRY F. CILLEY, Chief
PLANNING BOARD REPORT
After nearly a year of hard work the Planning Board approved
a new subdivision regulation designed to better protect the best
interests of the Town. However, there are still some measures
which cannot be controlled by subdivision regulations. These re-
quire zoning which needs the backing of a sound Town Plan. The
latter has been under study for several years and is nearly ready
for adoption and will be completed in 1980.
Regular meetings were held each month plus special committee
meetings in between. Fourteen subdivision applications were re-
ceived this year of which eleven were approved. Two others are
still being processed, one apparently has been dropped, and two
from 1978 were approved in January of 1979. These thirteen approv-
als created a total of sixty lots or forty-seven additional lots.
The 1979 Legislature added to the burden on Planning Boards
by requiring written notices to abutters prior to discussion of a
proposed subdivision as well as similar notices prior to the required
hearing. It also made Planning Boards responsible for issuing permits
for sand and gravel pits.
Present economic conditions are unfavorable to building, par-
ticularly second homes, and as a result our growth, while steady,
is not alarming. This situation probably will not last but your
Planning Board hopes to meet the challenge and control the growth





N.H. REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
The Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission
has been in existence since 1970 and during this period has con-
tinued its involvement in studies of both a regional as well as a
local nature. The Commission acts as an advisory body to its mem-
ber municipalities and as such is often invited to participate in
local planning projects. As a part of the ongoing technical assistance
provided, the Commission has been pleased to be able to assist the
Planning Board in the following areas: review of subdivision regu-
lation changes, master plan activities, application form preparation,
state law interpretation and review of recent court cases.
The Commission, this past year, hosted seminars on capital
improvements programming and the fall legal seminar series. Again
the Commission was pleased to see representatives from Deering
present.
The Commission hopes to be able to continue to serve the
needs of its member municipalities in the future and appreciates








Having estimated that we might sell 50 copies of "Welcome
Home to Deering" in its second year, it was gratifying to have sold
54 copies. After the Hillsboro Bookstore had sold the book for a
year at no profit to them they asked for a 10% commission which
we granted; however, they are no longer selling the book. It can
still be bought from me or at the Town Clerk's Office. We also
sold a few trivets and Deering historical maps which are on sale
at my home too.
If we can sell 30 books this year, and have no unexpected
expenses, we'll probably have the $4,000 we borrowed from the
Town by the end of 1980.
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HISTORIAN'S REPORT
Serving my fortieth year as auditor for the Town of Deering,
it is interesting to note the changes 40 years have wrought in total
taxes, total expenditures, school costs and county tax.
The 1960 tax income was approximately three times as great
as in 1940. In 1979 the tax income was 7 times as great as in 1960
and 23 times greater than in 1940.
The county tax made no appreciable change until 1970 (using
figures at the end of each decade) when it became 3 times as large
as in 1940. In 1979 the county tax was 3 times as large as in 1970 and
nearly 10 times as large as in 1940.
School costs in 1960 were 8 times greater than in 1940; and in
1979 nearly 10 times greater than in 1960 and nearly 80 times
greater than in 1940.
Total expenses multiplied 4% times from 1940 to 1960; were
6 times greater in 1979 than in 1960 and 27 times as great as in 1940.
Year
HEALTH OFFICER'S REPORT
Once again it is a pleasure to report that no serious health
problems confronted the Board of Health this past year.
A few minor problems were investigated by the Health Officer
and corrective measures were advised and the situations resolved.
A snowless winter may cause some wells to run dry. When
checking the well water level, this is a good time to check the well
cover, making sure the cover is safe for people and animals to walk
over and that surface waters are unable to drain into the well.
As we embark into the 80's and the town continues to grow,
let us all bear in mind the health and well-being of the community,
so that those who come after us may enjoy this beautiful country.
The Health Officer invites anyone, resident or not, with a
question or problem relating to the health and welfare of the com-
munity to feel free to contact him.
May the 1980's be healthy, happy and prosperous for all.
Respectfully submitted,
Dr. JAMES M. CAREW
Health Officer
HISTORICAL COMMITTEE
The Historical Committee empowered by the Selectmen at
the Town Meeting of 1979, to establish a Historical Room or Build-
ing in a suitable place, presents this progress report.
Two Public Meetings were held in the Town Hall, June 6,
and July 18th, respectively. Motions passed - 1. That an Historical
Society be organized. 2. To find a suitable old building. 3. To
determine suitable projects and programs for Fund Raising.
After much consideration, the obsolete Town Garage appears
to be the ideal building to be restored into an attractive multi-
purpose building, ser\dng the Historical Society and other needs.
Mrs. Daniel K. Poling, Chairman
Dr. Daniel K. Poling, Co-Chairman
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DEERING HIGHWAY SAFETY COAIM. REPORT
1979 was the fourth year for the Deering Highway Safety Com-
mittee. This year the Town was not involved with any projects that
required funding.
Therefore the Committee discussed issues such as improving
sight by trimming brush at intersections, sign location and other
safety matters. The Committee then made its recommendations to
the Selectmen.
The Committee will entertain any recommendations pertaining




MINUTES OF THE TOWN MEETING
MARCH 13, 1979
A legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Deering
qualified to vote in Town Affairs was called to order at 12:00 p.m.
(Noon) March 13, 1979.
It was voted to extend the voting hours on the Flood Plain
Ballot question only to 8:00 p.m.
Article 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
ensuing year. Total ballots cast 176.
Selectman for three years - Ernest E. Johnson - 156
Town Clerk - Eleanor B. Fitzpatrick - 151
Town Treasurer - Clara T. Rich - 164
Auditors - Marjorie E. Campbell - 149; Marjorie A. Heath - 155
Tax Collector - Eleanor B. Fitzpatrick - 154
Trustee of Trust Funds for three years - Thomas J. Copadis - 143
Trustee of Trust Funds for two years - Evelyn G. Rau - 148
Library Trustee for three years - Anne R. Carew - 158
School Board at Large for three years - Darline Crane - 85
School Board at Large for three years - Lawrence Duggan - 83
Auditors - State Tax Commission - 89
Moderator - Frank J. Sylvia - 123
Article 2. It was voted to adopt the Floodplain Building and
Development Regulations as proposed by the Planning Board. Total
Ballots cast 182.
YES - 95 NO - 47
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At 7:30 p.m. Articles 3 through 28 were voted. The meeting
was opened with a Salute to the Flag followed by a prayer. The
results of the election of Town Officers was announced by the
Moderator.
Article 3. It was voted to accept the reports of the Town Of-
ficers, Agents, Committees and Auditors for the year 1978.
Article 4. It was voted to raise and appropriate the following
sums of money: Town 05icers Salaries $9800.; Town Officers Ex-
penses $10,000., it was voted to appropriate this amount as the Town
proposed to use a computer system in its record keeping; Election
and registration $500.; Town Buildings and the purchase of office
equipment $5500.; Social Security Payments $3500.; Insurance $7800.;
Damages and Legal Expenses $1000.; Dog Expenses $400.; Dumps
and Trash Removal $8250.; Vital Statistics $25.; Street Lighting
$1600.; Library $35.; Tovv^n Poor $1000.; Old Age Assistance $1000.;
Aid to Permanently and totally Disabled $1000.; Cemetery Care
$1000.; and to raise and appropriate such sums of money as may be
necessary to defray Town charges for the year 1979.
Article 5. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
Article 26. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to grant a
franchise to erect, install and maintain in, under, or over streets,
highways and other public ways of the Town, wires, cable and
other equipment related to the delivery of enhancement of television
signals and other electrical impulses in accordance with New Hamp-
shire Law RSA 53-C:l (Supp. 1974) or as later amended.
Article 6. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to auction
property taken by Tax Collector's Deeds, in accordance with the
provisions of RSA 80:42.
Article 7. It was voted to raise and appropriate $540. to con-
tinue membership in the Central New Hampshire Regional Plan-
ning Commission.
Article 8. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $400.
for the current operating expenses of the Planning Board and the
sum of $250. for the current operating expenses of the Conservation
Commission.
Article 9. It was voted to raise and appropriate $500 for con-
tinuing and making corrections to the Town Tax Map
Article 10. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$9500. for the Police Department and the sum of $6000. for the Fire
Department (with $2000. being primarily for communication equip-
ment), and the sum of $200. for Civil Defense.
Article 11. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $200.
for the support of the Hillsboro Rescue Squad and the sum of $100.
for the Weare Rescue Squad. A letter from the Hillsboro Rescue
Squad thanking the Town for its support read by the Moderator.
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Article 12. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
as the Town's share of the Hillsboro District Nursing Asso-
ciation.
Article 13. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3500. to continue the renovations of the Town Hall.
It was voted 41 to 34 not to reconsider Article 12 and add a
donation to the Contoocook Valley Mental Health Center.
Article 14. It was voted to raise and appropriate the following
sums of money for Highway purposes: (1) $47,500. for Road
Maintenance; (2) $16,000. for the General Expenses of the High-
way Department; (3) $9000. for Road Sealing; and to raise by
State Grant, Highway Subsidy, and appropriate the sum of
$13,353.90 to be used for the maintenance of Town Highways under
the provisions of RSA 241:15 as amended; and to further raise by
State Grant, Highway Subsidy, and appropriate the sum of $8,658.10
to be used for the maintennace of Town Highways under the pro-
visions of RSA 214:15 as amended.
Article 15. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1240.02 to secure Town Road Aid.
Article 16. Negative vote to raise and appropriate $30,000. for
the construction of a new Town Garage.
Article 16a. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$30,000. for the construction of a new Town Garage, and to raise
such money by the issuance of bonds or notes under and in com-
pliance with the provisions of Chapter 33, as amended. New Hamp-
shire Revised Statutes Annotated (Municipal Finance Act), and to
authorize the Selectmen to determine the date and place of payment
of such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest there-
on, and to take such steps as may be necessary to negotiate such
bonds or notes as shall be to the best interests of the Town.
Vote: YES - 72 NO - 27
Article 17. It was voted to indefinetly postpone raising the sum
of $2000. for the Communication Dispatch Center.
Article 18. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5000. for a Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund and to
authorize the withdrawal of this sum from the Revenue Sharing
Fund established under the provisions of the State and Local Assist-
ance Act of 1972, for this purpose.
Article 19. It was vtoed to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5000. for a Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund and authorize the
withdrawal of this sum for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing
Fund established under the provisions of the State and Local Assist-
ance Act of 1972.
Article 20. It was voted to appropriate and authorize withdrawal
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from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions
of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972 for use as setoffs
against budget appropriations in the amount indicated; and further
to authorize the Selectmen to make pro-rata reductions in the
amounts if estimated entitlements are reduced,
Appropriation - Road Maintenance Estimated Amount - $3300
Article 21. Negative vote to appropriate and authorize with-
drawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the pro-
visions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972 for use as
setoffs against budget appropriations in the amounts indicated:
Appropriation Est. Amount
Town Hall Renovations $ 3,500.
Road Maintenance 9,800.
$13,300.
Article 22. It was voted to rescind the adoption of the building
permit ordinance adopted under Article 30 at the March 12, 1968
Annual Town Meeting, and as subsequently amended, and in place
thereof, adopt the following new Building Permit Ordinance in




Section 1. The Board of Selectmen shall be the Building In-
spector for the Town of Deering.
Section 2. No person, firm or corporation shall erect, construct,
enlarge, alter, improve, move or demolish any building or structure
within the Town of Deering without first obtaining a separate
building permit for each building or structure from the Board of
Selectmen. Where the cost or value of the building or structure or
the enlargement, alteration, improvement, moving or demolition of
same does not exceed Two thousand Five hundred dollars ($2,500.),
no building permit will be required. Also, no building permit will
be required for normal repairs and maintenance.
Section 3. Anv person, firm or corporation violating the pro-
visions of this ordinance shall be subject to a fine of $10.00 and
each day's neglect to obtain such a permit shall constitute a sepa-
rate offense.
Section 4. Appeals shall be as provided in N.H. RSA 156:4a,
b and c.
Article 22a. A subsidiary motion was passed to authorize Town
Counsel to negotiate down from $2500. to highest figure acceptable
to F.I.A.
It was announced by the Board of Selectmen that the fee for a
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building permit would be $1.00.
Article 23. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to apply
for and accept grants of Federal or State Aid, or both, relative to
disasters, civic improvement, highway safety, and the detection,
deterrence and apprehension of crime or criminals, any or all, as
may be available, and to do all things necessary to carry out this
Article.
Article 24. It was voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to accept or purchase on behalf of the Town any Federal or State
surplus fire or highway equipment.
Article 25. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to trade,
sell or otherwise dispose of any surplus Town property.
Article 27. It was voted to place Johanna Reiss, a/k/a Lotte
Jacobi, picture on the cover of the next annual Town Report.
Article 28. It was moved that it is the sense of the Town Meet-
ing to request the Selectmen to use the surplus as of December 31,
1978 as a receipt against expenditures and to use Tax Anticipation
Notes in the most effective way to realize net benefits for the Town.
It was moved that the Selectmen be empowered to appoint a
committee, who will immediately study and act upon the recom-
mendation of establishing an Historical Room or Building in a suit-
able place. Whitney S. Yeaple was given a vote of thanks for his
service as Selectman. Incoming Selectman, Ernest E. Johnson, was
introduced.




Marriages Registered in the Town of Deering for the Year 1979
Date Groom Residence
May 26 Mark W. iMarcopolos Deering
June 1 Kenneth M. Colburn Deering
Aug. 4 John R. Clark Deering
Aug. 25 Robert B. Johnson Jr. Deering
Sept. 8 Robert L. Spohr New York
Oct. 6 John E. Wilson New York
Nov. 7 Kenneth P. Ordzywolski Deering
Dec. 29 Frank C. Allen Deering
Bride Residence
Mona C. Frederick Deering
Lorraine Deschenes Deering
Linda E. Brown Deering
Audrey B. Casper Deering
Elaime T. McLaughlin N.Y.
Barbara J. Pragoff Deering
Lucia F. Miree Deering
Lorri Ann Lockwood Conn.
I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
ELEANOR FITZPATRICK, Town Clerk
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APPRAISAL LIST FOR TOWN OF DEERING
As of April 1, I977
NOT CORRECTED FOR SUBSEQUENT ABATEMENTS
Abbreviations Used To Describe Real Property
( ) Full Market value. Figure below shows
"Open Space" assessment value.
LO Land Only (No buildings)
LB Land and Buildings
LT Land and Trailer
TO Trailer Only
TB Trailer and Building
NS North Side (of Named Road)
ES East Side (of Named Road)
SS South Side (of Named Road)
WS West Side (of Named Road)
NR. Near
Land Blds. Totai,
Abbate, Raymond V. P.
Lot 1-001, LB Bartlett Hill Rd. 116 a.
Lot 1-803, LO ES Pleasant Pond Rd., 60 a.
Abbott, Francis W, & Elizabeth
Lot 6-873, LO Blueberry Hill Rd., 6.6 a.
Abbott, Larry M. & Nancy G.
Lot 10-005, LB ES Dudley Pond Rd., 1.1 a.
Lot 10-142, LB ES Dudley Pond Rd.
Abernethy, Bradford S. & Mary
Lot 5-002, LB ES Reservoir, 2.9 a.
Abernethy, Robert G.
Lot 2/5-003, LB SS Reservoir, 28.5 a.
Acevedo, Edward & Jo-Ann
Lot 2-004, LB Sky Farm Rd. & Old
Cty Rd. 7.4 a. 10,750 12,100 22,850
Adams, Lester J.
Lot 5-801, LB ES Old Cty. Triangle 2 a. 3,750 2,150 5,900
Adams, Perley B. & Roberta E.
Lot 8-006, LB WS Old County Rd. 1,800 2,200 4,000
Lot T-852, TO 6,900 6,900
Ahem, Frank & Joan
Lot 9-951, LO 11.6 a. 2,856 2,856
Alcock, Dorothy E.
Lot 3-007, LO ES Sky Farm Rd. 6.9 a. 8,400 8,400
Aldhizer, Maiy M.
Lot 8-008, LO Dickey Hill Rd. 1,500 1,500
Allen, Elwood B. Jr. & Marilyn M.
Lot 12-009, LB ES River, 15 a. 5,250 3,600 8,850
Allen, Thomas G. & Carmen T. (26,810)
Lot 11/8-010, LB, 50 a. 12,112 23,000 35,112
(36,760)






Lot 6-013, LB Falls Rd. 15 a. 3,750 500 4,250
Alves, John J. Jr. & Anna
Lot 9-014, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 2,730 17,139 19,869
Anderson, Heirs of Anthony
Lot 4-015, LO E. Deering, 24 a. 3,000 3,000
Anderson, Philip
Lot 5-016, LB 5,750 12,520 18,270
Angers, Raymond E. & Sarah E.
Lot 7-018, LO E. Deering, 30 a. 5,250 5,250
Antis, Bruce
Lot 11-019, LB off Rte. 149
Lot 11-412, LO ES Rte. 149, 10.3 a.
Appleyard, Wallace A. & Barbara E.
Lot 8-583, LB, 1.3 a.
Arnold, Frances P.
Lot 1-020, LO ES Pleasant Pond Rd. 60 a.
Arnold John P. & Stuart Clark Trustees
Lot 1-063, LO NR Pleasant Pond, 8.9 a.
Ashford, Maria
Lot 12-265, LB Manselville Rd. 7 a.
Ashforth, Henry Jr.
Lot 2-023, LB SS Reservoir, 12.5 a.
Auclair, Michael A. & Gail M.
Lot 11-605, LB Off WS Rte. 149
Aucoin, Herve & Madeline
Lot 10-355, LO SS Dudley Pond Rd. 16.27 a. 11,680
Austin, Edward A. & Jacqueline
Lot 4-533, LB ES Rte. 149, 23 a. 6,925 3,125 10,050
Bacon, Richard M. & Neale J. (3,675)
Lot 10-026, LO ES Old Henniker Rd. 20 a. 700 700
Lot 10-027, LB WS Old Henniker Rd. 20 a. 11,100 16,650 27,750
Badolati, Daisy
Lot 5-028, LO ES Reservoir 4,000 4,000
Baer, Margaret D.
Lot 11-029, LO Jet. Rte. 149 & Old
Cty Rd. 2 a.
Baghdoyan, Vazken
Lot 11/10-030, LB NS North Rd. 48 a.
Lot 11/10-031, LO SS North Rd. 85 a.
Baker, Henrietta
Lot 8-032, LO Dickey Hill Rd.
Baldwin, Birgit S.
Lot 5-033, LB ES Reservoir, 8 a.
Ball, John K. & Jean A.
Lot 11-267, LB WS Rte. 149, 3.5 a.
Bandilla, Kenneth S. & Donna L.





Barker, Gerald B. & Theriault, Pamela R.
Lot 11-034, LB NS Clement Hill Rd. 4,230 5,000 9,230
Barkhouse, Ellen G.
Lot 5-035, LB WS Reservoir 4,750 10,800 15,550
Barrett, Douglas
Lot T-481, TO Johnson City 3,500 3,500
Barrett, George & Margaret
Lot T-040, TB 7020 7020
Barrett, Michael
Lot T-457, TO 3,575 3,575
Bartlett, Jeanne T.
Lot 7-038, LB ES Dudley Brook Rd. 5 a. 10,140 29,000 39,140
Bartlett, Winthrop C. & Weinberg,
Kenneth
Lot 7-434, LO, 140 a.
Batchelder, Sidney & Helen
Lot 2-039, LB ES Reservoir Rd.
Bauman, Grace
Lot T-891, TO Longwoods Park
Beane, Peter H. & Doris E.
Lot 8-245, LB Old Cty Rd. 2 a.
Beard, Peter C. & Lou Ellen
Lot 12-124, LB, 3 a.
Beaudet, Ernest P. & Peai'l R.
Lot 11-041, LB WS Rte. 149
Beaupre, Wilbur & Clara
Lot T-042, TB
Beaven, Carol Michel
Lot 5-043, LB ES Reservoir
Beideman, Deborah
Lot 8-936, LB, 50 a.
Benkoe, Cornelius & Audrey
Lot 5-044, LB WS Reservoir
Bennett, Nancy R.
Lot 6-045, LB NS Donovan Rd. 14 a.
Bennett, Nancy R. & Robert C.
Lot 6-538, LO Donovan Rd. 3.9 a.
Lot 6-879, LO, 5 a.
Bennett, Stephen C. & Marjorie
Lot 4-046, LO off ES E. Deering Rd. 35 a.
Bennett, WilUam W. & Erica M.
Lot 12-047, LB Union St. 2 a.
Bergren, Cheryl
Lot 3/6-866, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 8.63 a. 9,130
Bernard, Louise C. & Robert
Lot 12-049, LB ES Fish & Game Rd., 12 a.
Bernasconi, Edwin & Gloria
Lot 5-050, LB WS Reservoir
Bertrand, Richard & Jean




Bertrand, Richard |r. & Maureen P.
Lot 5-238, LB WS Reservoir
Bertrand, William F. & Kathi A.
Lot 5-025 LB
Bhiladvala, Pallonji & Barbara
Lot 5-052, LB WS Deering Lake, 2 a.
Bickford, Myra
Lot 12-053, LB WS Manselville Rd., 2 a.
Bidwell, John C. & Janet E.
Lot 7-925, LO, 9.3 a.
Bigwood, Aino E.
Lot 7-054, LB WS Dudley Brook 4 a.
Bilodeau, Florent R.
Lot 5-056, LB ES Deering Lake
Bilodeau, Joyce E.
Lot 5-297, LB WS Old Ct>-. Rd. 3 a.
Bishop, Alfred E. & May C.
Lot 5-107, LB
Bissonnette, Theodore
Lot 4-059, LTB ES E. Deering Rd.
Bittenbender, Virginia I.
Lot 5-060, LB, 19.5 a.
Black, James E. & Nancy & Richard & Judith Black
Lot 2/5-629, LO WS Reservoir 6 a.
Blanchette, Ernest H. & Jeannette
Lot 5-065, LB NS Reservoir
Bliss, John G. Jr. & Geneva M.
Lot 5-067, LB Driftwood Isle
Bliss, Katharine S.
Lot 8-068, LB Dickey Hill Rd.
Bliss, L. Denton & Carol
Lot 8-066, LO Dickey Hill Rd.
Bohuski, Vincent T. & Lorraine
Lot 6-897, LO Blueberry Hill Rd., 8.7 a.
Bolles, David & Alejandra
Lot 4-070, LB ES E. Deering Rd. 23 a.
Bono, Gary L. & Barbara Power
Lot 2-899, LB Old Cty. Rd. 4 a.
Borsick, Arthvu* & Helen
Lot 5-073, LB
Lot 5-859, LB ES Deering Lake
Bose, Larry D. & Karen G.
Lot 920, LO ES DriscoU Rd.
Boston & Maine R,R. Corp.
Lot 9-075, LO SS Longwoods Rd.
Boudrot, Leo F. Estate
Lot 5-079, LB WS Deering Reservoir
Boule, Gilbert E. & Mary M.
Lot 3-846, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 20.91 a. 9,610 16,200 25,810
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Land
Boulerisse, Raymond J. Jr.
Lot T-212, TO Longwoods Park
Bozek, Henry John
Lot 5-702, LB
Brandt, Ralph & Holm, Esther
Lot 6-839, LB, 2.2 a.
Brissette, Neal & Jeannette
Lot 6-081, LB, 1 a.
Broadley, Eugene & Darlene
Lot 6-082, LB
Broomfield, Victor & Karen
Lot 7-083, LO E. Deering Rd. 3 a.
Brown, James I. & Muriel |.
Lot 4-250, LB, 5 a.
Brown, Robert
Lot 4-085, LO, 55.5 a.
Brown, Robert C. & Sally
Lot 10-086, LO WS Dudley Pond, 135 a.
Browne, Adrian & Muriel
Lot 4-087, LO WS E. Deering Rd. 53 a.
Lot 4-088, LB ES E. Deering Rd., 7 a.
Brozek, Josef Tomas
Lot 10-090, LB WS Dudlev Pond Rd. 15 a.
Bruder, Charles IV & Paula' S.
Lot 2-091, LB, 3.3 a.
Lot 2-425, LO SS Homestead Rd. 46 a.
Brzozowski, John & Madeline
Lot 5-094, LO
Lot 5-097, LB WS Deering Lake
Lot 5-099, LO WS Deering Lake
Lot 5-100, LO WS Deering Lake
Buchar, Laurie M.
Lot 6-513, LB, 5.9 a.
Buckmaster, Richard W.
Lot 3-012, LO, 11.7 a.
Buckwalter, William & Gloria J.
Lot 8-689, LO, 11 a.
Buker, Clayton A. & Annie R.
Lot 11-471, LO
Bumford, Walter B. Sr.
Lot 6-104, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke.
Burdette, George & Gertraut
Lot 6-248, LO ES Codman Hill Rd., 4.65 a.
Burgess, James C.
Lot 7-195, LO, 12.7 a. 8,080 8,080
Burke, Thomas F. & Joan C.
Lot 1/4-105, LB WS Old Francest'n Rd. 25 a. 11,290 17,720 29,010





Lot 6-420, LO, 20.3 a. 15,150 15,150
Burnham, Raymond
Lot T828, TO 4,900 4,900
Burns, Stephen K.
Lot 4/7-868, LB SS E. Deering Rd. 34.3 a. 22,620 33,580 56,200
Burwick, Jack & Helen
Lot 5-106, LB Deering Reservoir
Bussler, David, Stockton, Clark Jr., Doyle, Stewart
Lot 4-108, LO off Cross Rd., 124 a.
Buttrick, Ervin W. & Madeleine F.
Lot 5-109, LB WS Deering Reservoir
Cafaro, Joseph J. & Mary E.
Lot 2-782, LO off Old County Rd., 16 a.
Cake, Charles S. & Carroll R.
Lot 4-089, LB ES E. Deering Rd. 9.2 a.
Campbell, Willard A. & Diane
Lot 8-819, LB Rte. 149 1.55 a.
Campbell, V/illard & Marjorie
Lot 8-114, LB WS Rte. 149 1 a.
Canney, Sieger
Lot 2-814, LB, 12.8 a.
Cannon, William M. & Lois A.
Lot 944, LO, 15.5 a.
Cardinal, Norman H. & Simone R.
Lot 3-663, LO WS Codman Hall Rd. 19.2 a. 7,260
Carew, Anne T.
Lot 5-118, LO Fisher Rd. 6.27 a.
Carew, James M. & Anne R.
Lot 5/8-117, LO, 47.2 a.
Lot 5-115, LB Rte. 149 2.79 a. 7,050 22,850 29,900
Carew, Joseph E.
Lot 5-119, LO Gregg Hill Rd. 1.63 a. 3,150 3,150
Carew, Paul F.
Lot 5-120, LO WS Rte. 149 2.9 a. 6,000 6,000
Carew, Richard P. (9,200)
Lot 8-769, LO Fisher Rd. & Rte. 149, 10.3 a. 360 360
Carew, Thomas W. (10,260)
Lot 5/8-770, LO Fisher Rd. & Rte 149, 10.4 a. 364 364
Carpenter, DeBemie & Jacqueline
Lot 8-784, LB, 2 a. 3,600 31,500 35,100
Lot 8-536, LO, 2.9 a. 2,300 2,300
Carpenter, Lena
Lot T-121, TO Johnson City 2,950 2,950
Carson, Jack W. & Jill J. (14,900)
Lot 4-727, LB, 17 a. 4,250 15,840 20,090
Cartelli, Phyllis & Lucy Royer
Lot 5-122, LB Driftwood Isle 3,700 4,500 8,200
Carter, Robert & Delores
Lot 5-123, LB WS Reservoir 4,900 3,800 8,700
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4,340
Carter, Robert L. & Lillian
Lot 5-499, LB
Casper, Edward B. & Helen M.
Lot 4-617, LBT, 19 a.
Cassista, George O. Jr.
Lot 3-707, LO, 6.5 a.
Castine, Richard Jr. & Sandra
Lot T884, TO
Cavagnaro, Dennis E. & Diane
Lot 7-382, LO WS Glen Rd. 5 a.
Cavagnaro, Edward J. & Josephine
Lot 7-913, LB, 4.2 a.
Cereola, Ronald J. & Karin A.
Lot 2-151, LB WS Old Cty. Rd. 1.5 a.
Chamberlain, Eugene & Helen
Lot 7-125, LB WS E. Deering Rd. 170 a.
Chamberlin, T. Vance
Lot 9-422, LB SS Hedgehog Mt. Rd. 3 a.
Chappell, Cecil & Mary
Lot 10-126, LB, 57 a.
Chevy Hill Trust
Lot 6/9-670, LO, 25 a.
Christian Herald Children's Home
Lot 8-127, LB WS Wolf Hill 305 a.
Lot 8-128, LB ES Wolf Hill 55 a.
Christensen, John C. & Lisa Ann
Lot 9-232, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 2 a.
Cilley, Jerry & Gertrude
Lot 11-129, LBT, 6 a.
Cimeno, Richard T. & Rita G.
Lot 11-358, LB, 10.6 a.
Lot 906, LO off Clement Hill Rd. 2 a.
Clark, Gordon & Barbara
Lot 9-132, LB WS Hedgehog Mt. Rd.
Clark, Grover C. & J. C.
Lot 9-806, LB ES Longwoods Rd. 10 a.
Lot 9-133, LO WS Longwoods Rd. 35 a.
Clark, John R. & Linda E.
Lot 2-610, LB ES Old Cty. Rd.
Clark, Russell B. & Gertrude L.
Lot 9-134, LB ES Longwoods Rd.
Clark, Sheldon H. & EUzabeth C.
Lot 4-135, LO ES E. Deering Rd., 2.5 a.
Clark, Theodore
Lot 136, BO 300 300
Clough, Ethel
Lot T-825, TO Longwoods Park 3,000 3,000
Cobbett, Edith M. & Edward M.
Lot 3-192, LO, 10.8 a. 5,400 5,400
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Land
Lot 3-474, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 5 a.
Lot 3-716, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 11 a.
Cobuzzi Robert A.




Lot T-856, TO Longwoods Park
Cole, Charles & Helen
Lot T824, TO
Collette, Charles E.
Lot 1/4-857, LO Rte. 149 & Bartlett
Hill Rd. 7.5 a.
Collins, Clifford R. & Christine
Lot 6-877, LB Blueberry Hill 6.9 a.
Condelli, Joseph & Josephine
Lot 12/9-141, LO ES Longwoods Rd. 9 a.
Conroy, Bernard & Kathleen
Lot 4-851, LO ES E. Deering Rd. 63 a.
Lot 4-865, LO WS E. Deering Rd. 11 a.
Cook, Ronald L. & Valerie L.
Lot 3-928, LB 7.4 a.
Cordova, Victoria, & Roberts, Maxine
Lot 11-458, LT
Corliss, John F. & Vee B.
Lot 12-144, LBT, 4 a.
Cormier, Edward E. & Marie E.
Lot 7/4-146, LB SS Corl Rd. 11.2 a.
Corrado, John A. & Phyllis
Lot 7-102, LB North Rd. 5 a.
Corwin, WHliam T. & Jill A.
Lot T-831, TO Longwoods Park
Cote, Ernest H. & Pauline L.
Lot 7-930, LO, 5 a.
Cote, Roland F. & RoUande
Lot 11-148, LB Clement Hill Rd. 3 a.
Lot 11-138, LO ES Rte. 149
Craighead, Douglas W. & Connie
Lot 8-152, LB WS Old Cty. Lane 5.1 a.
Cram, Neal R.
Lot 954, LO, 16.1 a.
Crane Katherine
Lot 9-149, LO WS Londwoods Rd. 48.8 a.
Crane, Richard
Lot 6-773, LO 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 7 a.
Craven, Virginia W.
Lot 5-150, LB WS Reservoir Rd. 6 a.
Crofoot, Jack




Crosby, Joseph & Dorothy
Lot 6-421, LTB 1,750 2,200 3,950
Crowell, Steven H. & Leslie A. (21,730)
Lot 6-154, LB, 55 a. 4,060 14,110 18,170
Cuchetti, Carl
Lot 7-157, LB Peter Wood Hill Rd. 7 a. 7,450 11,300 18,750
Cullinane, Mary Jane
Lot 8-158, LO Dickey Hill Rd. 1,500 1,500
Currier, Doreen M.
Lot 2-777, LO Old Cty. Rd. & Res. Dr. 10 a. 16,900 16,900
Curtis, Don J. & Barbara M. (31,440)
Lot 10/7-328, LO, 96 a. 4,608 4,608
Lot 7-329, LO, 2 a. 4,450 4,450
Curtis, Don J. & Barbara M. (12,855)
Lot 7-330, LB, 20 a. 6,489 26,150 32,639
Curtis, Kathleen
Lot T833, TO 4,550 4,550
Gushing, Willard
Lot 5-160, LO ES Old Cty. Rd. 2 a. 4,080 4,080
Cutter, Gary & Barbara
Lot T-835, TO Longwoods Park 9,000 9,000
D'Agostino,Angelo & Catherine C.
Lot 7-946, LO, 12.5 a. 8,330 8,330
Dalbec, Robert M. & Joyce
Lot T-826, TO Longwoods Park 5,250 5,250
Dalphond, Andrea
Lot 6-728, LB 2,840 9,300 12,140
(3,800)
Lot 6-507, LO, 25 a. 250 250
Daniels, Raymond & Kathleen
Lot 11-139, LB WS Rte. 149 75.9 a. 16,425 1,620 18,045
Daniels, Stanley & Edith
Lot 12-161, LO off Rte. 149, 24.5 a. 5,175 5,175
D'Auria, Francis X. & Margaret
Lot 8-767, LO ES Old Cty. Rd. 2 a. 2,025 2,025
Davis, Marilyn
Lot 655, LT ES Manselville Rd. 2,250 1,100 3,350
Davis, Richard M. & Gloria J,
Lot 5-162, LB WS Deering Reservoir 9,100 5,440 14,540
Davison, Brett
Lot T550, TO 3,900 3,900
Davison, Louis Eestate (5,130)
Lot 10-164, LO WS Old Henniker Rd. 16 a. 1,410 1,410
Lot 10-166, LO ES Cross Rd. to Hen. 97 a. (22,110)
5,820 5,820
Davison, Robert
Lot 6-084, LBT, 1 a. 3,000 4,920 7,920
Davison, Robert & Helen Kristl









Button, Walter B. & Marguerite (39,745)
Lot 8/11-214, LB ES Rte. 149 132.3 a. 12,157 10,550 22,707
Land Blds. Total
Lot 8-215, LO WS Rte. 149, 19.5 a. (17,500)
1,451 1,451
Dyer, James & Polly
Lot T822, TO 3,500 3,500
Eastman, Floyd E. Jr. & Lois J.
Lot 6-896, LB Blueberry Hill Rd., 1.4 a. 4,120 16,440 20,560
Ebeling, Karl H. & Signa
Lot 2-394, LO off WS Old Cty. Rd. 14.9 a. 11,060 11,060
Edes, William M. & Beverly
Lot 6-894, LB Blueberry Hill 2.7 a. 3,940 16,590 20,530
Edwards, Allen C. & Patricia
Lot 11-217, LB, 2 a. 5,750 12,670 18,420
Edwards, Florence M.
Lot 11-218, LB, 2 a. 4,100 19,740 18,840
Lot 11-219, LO WS Rte. 149 1,500 1,500
Edwards, Terry & Janice
Lot T783, TO 7,510 7,510
Elbthal Realty Trust
Lot 10-220, LO off Old Henniker Rd. 2 a. 3,000 3,000
Eldridge, Roy G. & Irene
Lot 8-221, LB, 4 a. 4,830 20,610 25,440
F.llinwood, Christie S. Jr. & Albertine
Lot 11-064, LB NS Clement Hill Rd.
Lot 11-349, LB, 4 a.
Elliott, K. Jane
Lot 8-222, LO Dickey Hill Rd., .5 a.
Elliott, Ronald M. & Aino
Lot 7-223, LB WS Dudley Brook Rd.
Elliott, Ronald M. Cust./Reed Elliott
Lot 7-224, LO WS Dudley Brook Rd.
Emery, Claton & Valerie
Lot T226, TB
Emery, Randy
Lot T-858, TO Land of Bumford
Erb, John D.
Lot 4-227, LO SS Farrell Rd. 5 a.
Evarts, Richard R. & Pauline
Lot 7/10-228, LB WS Dudley Pond Rd. 25 a. 13,980
Lot 7/10-229, LO ES Dudley Pond Rd. 50 a. 19,730
Everton, John S. & Margaret
Lot 5-230, LB ES Deering Reservoir 1.85 a.
Faber, Paul W. & C. Beverly
Lot 5-058, LB "WS Deering Reservoir
Facemire, Boyd & Leona
Lot 5-231, LB SS Fisher Rd.
Fair, James & Faye





Lot 5-234, LO WS Reservoir 3,560 3,560
Lot 5-235, LO WS Reservoir, 1 a. 4,290 4,290
Lot 5-241, LB 7,575 23,200 30,775
Lot 5-242, LO WS Reservoir 5,060 5,060
Lot 5-244, LO WS Reservoir 5.13 a. 5,590 5,590
Fales, Florence
Lot T-829, TO 5,600 5,600
Farrell, Lester R. & Jean (30,910)
Lot 5-252, LB NS Farrell Rd. 50 a. 5,299 18,200 23,499
(30,140)
5/4-253, LO, 60.5 a. 2,133 2,133
Lot 5-254, LO ES Rte. 149, 3 a. (3,000)
105 105
Farrell, Raymond L. & Jeanne
Lot 5-664, LB, 2.5 a. 5,400 18,550 23,950
Fay, Richard
Lot 5-255, LO Driftwood Isle 2,430 2,430
Feather, Edith M.
Lot 6-257, LB ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 9,810 9,875 19,685
Feather, Jean
Lot 6/9-256, LB, 5 a. 8,650 16,420 25,070
Feitzinger, Richard & Joyce (34,960)
Lot 4-805, LO, 33 a. 1,155 1,155
Ferguson, Edward J. & Geraldine (16,300)
Lot 4-955, LB, 28 a. 5,160 3,000 8,160
Ferren, Dennis J. Jr.
Lot 8-862, LB Bowen School Rd. 4.6 a. 4,150 15,840 19,990
Fischer, Carl H. & Susan
Lot 5-701, LB 3,400 5,840 9,240
Fischer, Edwin & Agnes
Lot 5-258, LO ES Deermg Lake 1,000 1,000
Lot 5-259, LB WS Deering Lake 3,125 5,250 8,375
Fish, Robert B. & Beatrice
Lot 5-260, LB ES Hart Farm Rd., 1.5 a. 2,950 6,000 8,950
Fisher, Orvis Estate (33,870)
Lot 5-261, LB SS Fisher Rd., 69 a. 5,105 9,850 14,955
Lot 5-262, LO ES Reservoir 1,250 1,250
Fitzpatrick, Leo J. & Eleanor
Lot 8-263, LB WS Old Cty. Rd. 17 a. 6,275 8,800 15,075
Fitzpatrick, WiUiam J. & Diane
Lot 4-540, LB, 16.9 a. 12,250 7,390 19,640
Fontinha, Anthony J. & Ernestine
7-937, LO, 5 a. 4,000 4,000
Fontinha, George S. & Helen M.
Lot 7-938, LO, 5 a. 4,700 4,700
Ford, Jane
Lot 5-268, LB ES Reservoir 6,700 3,000 9,700
Franseen, Elmer F. & Elizabeth B.
Lot 11-844, LB 4,730 19,170 23,900




Lot 2-282, LB ES Old Cty. Rd. 35 a.
Goodman, Melvln
Lot 5-283, LB WS Reservoir
Goodwin, Lillian P.
Lot 5-284, LB WS Reservoir
Gould, Mary A.
Lot 10-914, LB
Gove, Francis X. & Marie R.
Lot 4/7-285, LB SS Corl Rd. 10.7 a.
Lot 7-286,LO ES E. Deering Rd. 33.5 a.
Gove, Harold T. & Margaret
Lot 4/7-287, LB SS Corl Rd. 8.2 a.
Gove, John C. & Helena
Lot 7-289, LB NS Corl Rd.
Gove, Peter B. & Cora L.
Lot 7-290, LO NS Corl Rd.
Gove, Robert E. & Shirley
Lot 7-291, LO NS Corl Rd
Gove, Thomas P. & Constance
Lot 7-292, LO NS Corl Rd.
Lot 4/7-362, LO SS Corl Rd. 16.8 a.
Green, Martin W., Trustee
Lot 2-296, LO Reservoir Rd. & Old
Cty. Rd. 16 a.
Greene, Carroll E. & Florence
Lot 5-298, LO ES Reservoir Rd., 10 a.
9-299, LBT, 32 a.
Lot 5-960, LO
Lot T-145, TO Holton Crossing Rd.
Greene, Carroll J.
Lot 9-303, LT
Lot 9-732, LB, 3 a.
Greene, Elizabeth
Lot 9-304, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 3 a.
Greene, James H. & Katina
Lot 9-679, LB WS Hedgehog Mt. Rd.
Greene, Mary M.
Lot 5-300, LB NS Reservoir 1.02 a.
Lot 9-301, LO NS Holton Crossing Rd.
Lot 9-467, LT SS Holton Crossing Rd. 3 a.
Greene, Thomas & Patricia
Lot 9-307, LTB, 3 a.
Lot 9-781, LO 2nd N.H. Tnpke.
Lot 8-306, LB ES Old Cty. Rd. at
Bowen School Rd. 4.5 a. 7,110 1,970 9,080
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Land
Greenleaf, Robert K. & Esther
Lot 6/9/8-308, LO WS Old Cty. Rd. 210 a.
Gregg, Philip E. & Cynthia
Lot 11-309, LB NS Clement Hill Rd. 2 a.
Lot 11-838, LO Off Clement ffiU Rd., 4.5 a.
Grendell, Bruce A. & Linda L.
Lot 952, LB, 14 a.
Griffen, Robert C.
Lot 12-310, LB River Rd.
Griffith, William W. & Anne M.
Lot 7-311, LB Off E. Deering Rd., 12 a.
Griffiths, John J. & Leona
Lot 2-312, LB, 95 a.
Grimes, Harold & Joan
Lot 8-845, LB, 4.9 a.
Grover, Bruce C.
Lot 8/11-588, LO ES Rte. 149 1 a.
Grimd, Donald & Margarette
Lot 11-313, LB, 7.5 a.
Grund, John B. & Virginia
Lot 11-314, LO WS Rte. 149 7 a.
Guimond, Ralph A. & Isabelle D.
Lot 5-315, LB NS Reservoir, .98 a.
Gunther, Paul W. & Kathleen
Lot 7-935, LO, 5 a.
Guzley, Nicholas & Helen K.
Lot 2-788, LO SS Reservoir Rd. 39 a.
Hackett, David E. & Ronald ].
Lot 5-677, LB ES Old Cty. Rd.
Halas, Paul C. & Lorraine A.
Lot 7-675, LB, 8 a.
Hall, Robert C.
Lot 12-317, LO Off WS ManseiviUe Rd., 6 a
Hammer, Marvin E. & Dorothy
Lot 9-318, LB, 14 a.
Hammond, Carl & Marceline
Lot 5-237, LB
Hammond, Gary R.
Lot 5-236, LO WS Reservoir
Hannaman, Alice E.
Lot 7-320, LB NS Peter Wood Hill 80 a.
Hanneman, Edward G, & Marjorie
Lot 7-321, LB SS E. Deering Rd., 41 a.
Hare, Douglas H. & Novak, A Elaine
Lot 8-491, LTB, 2 a.
Hare, Herbert & Margaret
Lot 7-322, LB, 7 a.





Lot 5-800, LB Sanctuary Island, 7 a.
Harvey, Eleanor A.
Lot 2-024, LO, 25.4 a.
Lot 2-768, LO, 51 a.
Harvey, Henry D.
Lot 2-324, LB NS Reservoir Rd. 23 a.
Lot 2-325, LB WS Deering Reservoir 22 a. (33,820)
Lot 2-326, LB SS Campbell Rd. 258 a.
Haioschildt, Paul & Louise
Lot 8-332, LO ES Old Cty. Rd. 18 a.
Lot 8-333, LO ES Old County Rd.
Lot 8-334, LB ES Old Cty. Lane 1.5 a.
Lot 5-335, LB ES Deering Reservoir
Lot 5-336, LB Driftwood Isle
Hawkins, Richard A. & Pauline M.
Lot 5-658, LB WS Deering Lake
Nathaniel Hawthorne College
Lot 6-765, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke.
Heath, Elroy & Marjorie
Lot 8-338, LB ES Longhouse Rd. & WS
Rte. 149 25 a.
Lot 8-339, LB WS Wolf Hill Rd. &
Rte. 149 35 a.
Lot 8-340, LO ES Rte. 149 40 a.
Hebert, Roger N. & Lynn E.
Lot 4-452, LB, 34.7 a.
Heespelink, Jan & Ruth
Lot 2-341, LB ES Reservoir Rd., 98 a.
Hemenway, Norman & Joan
Lot 9-342, LBT
Hemenway, Rodney & Jacqueline
Lot 9-807, LBT
Henderson, Kenneth S. & Shirley M.
Lot 5-574, LB Driftwood Isle
Henderson, Warren & Anne
Lot 5-724, LB
Hennemuth, Richard C. & Ardys
Lot 5-343, LB WS Old Cty. Rd.
Herrick, Jeannette & Wesley
Lot T397, TO
Hillsborough Investment Plans Inc.
Lot 12/9-431, LO ES Longwoods Rd. 73 a.
Hodge, Charles H. & Mathee




Hoeflein, Hans H. & Ernestine M.
Lot 8-350, LO SS Rte. 149, 30 a. 5,250 5,250
Hogg, Charles R. & Mae S.
Lot 10-352, LO W Shore Dudley Pand 1,500 1,500
Holdner, Erwin M. & Evelyn
Lot 12-353,LB, 1.6 a. 5,700 15,900 21,600
Lot 12/9-346, LB, 234 a. 58,050 6,400 64,450
Lot T-793, TO Longwoods Park 3,000 3,000
Holdner, Steven
Lot T830, TO 4,200 4,200
Holmberg, Dale F. & Joan
Lot 11-344, LB 10,800 9,200 20,000
Honemann, Daniel & Dorothy
Lot 8-354, LO Dickey Hill Rd. 1,500 1,500
Homing, Frank G. & Jean
Lot 4-620, LB Rte. 149 a. 6,675 6,900 13,575
Hough, William F.
Lot 3-359, LB, 70 a. 14,480 8,700 23,180
Howe, JiU O.
Lot 8-361, LB WS Old Cty. Lane 7 a. 11,550 9,450 21,000
Howlan, John J. & Linda M.
Lot 881, LO, 12.3 a. 4,530 4,530
Huard, Francis E. &Cynthia
Lot 4-173, LB, 4.4 a. 5,350 23,720 29,070
Hunter, Beatrice (23,780)
Lot 6/3/5-369, LB SS Falls Rd., & WS
Old County Rd., 120 a. 7,880 4,500 12,380
Lot 6/5-370, LB NS Falls Rd. 104 a. (23,325)
6,570 11,250 17,820
Hunter, William L. & Mollie V.
Lot 5-479, LB WS Deering Lake 3,650 5,950 9,600
Lot 5-480, LO WS Deering Lake 1,500 1,500
Illg, Steven,
Lot 6-874, LO, 3.2 a. 3,040 3,040
Incao, Robert P. & Denise M.
Lot 7-734, LB SS E. Deering Rd. 11 a. 8,875 13,300 22,175
Ives, Charles W.
Lot 3-374, LB 1,000 1,750 2,750
Jackson, Teddy R. & Frances H.
Lot 11/8-813, LB Rte. 149 1 a. 4,150 23,130 27,280
Janelle, Maurice & Pauline
Lot 5-375, LB ES Reservoir 4,250 5,050 9,300
Jarvis, Charles & Ruth
Lot 10-376, LB 7,170 3,625 10,795
Lot 10-455, LB SS North Rd. 50 a. 13,590 600 14,190
Jew^ell, Charles F. & Dorothy
Lot 10-377, LB ES North Rd. 25 a. 12,780 8,250 21,030
Lot 10-378, LO WS North Rd. 15 a. 6,950 6,950
Johnson, Allan R. & Marilyn
Lot 5-380, LB SS Fisher Rd. 1.4 a. 3,750 7,900 11,650
75
Johnson, Donald
Lot T-210, TO Johnson City
Johnson, Donald J. & Jean E.
Lot 10-243, LO off Clement Hill Rd. 80.4 a.
Lot 10/7-381, LB Old Clement Rd. 52.4 a.
Johnson, Ernest & Henrietta
Lot 9-383, LTB
Johnson, Robert B. Sr. & Beatrice
Lot 4-384, LB SS Camp Rd. 2 a.
Lot 4-385, LO SS Camp Rd. 54 a.
Johnson, R. Burton Jr.
Lot 4-093, BO
Lot B-698, BO WS Rte. 149
Johnson, Wayne K. & Carol S.
Lot 3-939, LB
Jones, Charles E.
Lot 3-523, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 6.42 a.
Jones, Thomas & Deborah
Lot 11-363, LB WS Manselville Rd.
Lot 11-780, LB Rte. 149
Jordan, Harry Jr.
Lot 10-387, LO NS North Rd. 40.4 a.
Kacmarcik, WiUiam & Frances
Lot 11-428, LB, 1.6 a.
Kapteina, John T. & Lillian
Lot 7/10-388, LB E. Deering Rd. 30 a.
Kelley, Alfred E. & Judith M.
Lot 2-017, LB, 6 a.
Kelley, Nancy H.
Lot 11-390, LBT, 18 a.
Kelley, Charles & Nancy
Lot 11-371, LB
Kemp, Mildred
Lot 8-391, LO ES Old Cty. Lane 3.5 a.
Kendall, Robert C. & Clara M.
Lot 5-392, LB WS Reservoir
Kiblin, Edward G.
Lot 6-395, LB ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 48 a.
Lot 6/9-396, LO WS 2nd N.H. T'pike, 36 a.
Lot 6-398, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 20 a.
Lot 6/3-399, LO SS Benn. Rd. & WS
Codman Hill 80 a.
Lot 6-400, BO ES 2nd N.H. Turnpike
Kiblin, Howard
Lot 2-401, LO NS Old Cty. Rd. 20 a. 3,500 3,500
Kiblin, Rodney
Lot 6-402, LO ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 15 a. 8,390 8,390
Lot 6-403, LO ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 24 a. 5,200 5,200
76
Land
Kimball, Estate of Flora B.
Lot 11-404, LB ES Dickey Hill Rd. 6 a.
Lot 11-618, LB WS Dickey Hill Rd. 84 a.
Kimball, James C.
Lot 9/12-405, LO, 25 a.
King, Anna M.
Lot 3-407, LO, 458 a.
Lot 3-408, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 7 a.
King, David & Anne
Lot T-853, TO Longwoods Park
King, Gerald E. & Barbara E.
Lot 5-319, LB
Kirshneur, Maxine
Lot 4-409, LO ES E. Deering Rd. 1.5 a.
Klein, Michael P.
Lot 11-410, LO off Rte. 149, 6 a.
Koson, Jacob H. & Patricia C.
Lot 3-661, LO, 13 a.
Kristiansen, Harold & Olga
Lot 3-413, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 3.84 a.
Kulbacki, Frederick & Alice
Lot 9-415, LB SS Hedgehog Mt. Rd. 15 a.
Kiilbacki, William S. & Alice N.
Lot 12-302, LO SS Manselville Rd. 6 a.
Lot 12-416, LB WS River Rd.
Kuzdrall, James A.
Lot 945, LO, 27.9 a.
Labbe, Romeo J. & Giselle M.
Lot 5-180, LB ES Reservoir
Lachut, Phyllis
Lot 4/1-417, LB SS Rte. 149 12 a.
Lachut, Stanley E. & Priscilla
Lot 5-418, LO Driftwood Isle
Lot 5-419, LO Driftwood Isle
Laliberte, Denis & Pauline
Lot 4-918, LB E. Deering Rd. 6 a.
Lambert, George & Thelma
Lot T811, TO
Land Systems Inc.
Lot 4/7-196, LO, 149.5
Landon, Wilham J.




Lot 4-092, LB ES E. Deering Rd.
Lang, Carl L. & Marie
Lot T885, TO
Langlois, Frank A. & Helen
Lot 8-429, LO Old Cty. Rd. & Bowen
77
Land
School Rd. 3.09 a.
Lot 8-430, LB ES Old Cty. Rd. 4.5 a.
Lot 5-427, LB Driftwood Isle
Lanman, Thomas H. & Mary E.
Lot 2-785, LO SS Reservoir Rd. 23 a.
LaSalle, Dennis H. & Lynne
Lot 11-406, LB WS Rte. 149 1 a.
Lauber, Burtis & Jane
Lot 7-926, LO, .5 a.
Laughlin, William & Doris
Lot 11/432, LB WS Bridge St.
Lavoie, Jeffrey J.
Lot T-501, TO Johnson City
Ledoux, Donald J. & Claire
Lot 5-316, LB WS Reservoir
Ledoux Edward J. Jr. & Rachel
5-080, LB
Lentz, Walter J.
Lot 3,433, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 14.5 a
Letendre, Robert R.
Lot 7-327, LO ES E. Deering Rd.
Life Schience Church, Church of the Holy Spirit
Lot 10-143, LO, .5 a.
Lot 4/7-071, LO, .5 a.
Ligouri, Ferdinand & Ebba
Lot 5-436, LO Driftwood Isle
Lot 5-437, LB
Lincoln, Charles & Sharon
Lot 11-156, LB, 35 a.
Lincoln, Leroy R. & Maril)Ti
Lot 7-931, LB, 29.1 a.
Lindquist, Joseph & Esther
Lot 5-440, LO ES Old Ctv. Rd.
Lot 5-441, LB Off WS Old" County Rd., 25 a.
Lindsay, James M. & Marcia
Lot 9-442, LO NS Hedgehog Mt. Rd. 10 a.
Little, Herbert E. & Deborah S.
Lot 5-443, LB WS Deering Lake, 1 a.
Lorden, Francis J.
Lot 8/9-445, LO WS Old County Rd., 42.6 a
Lorden Lumber Co.
Lot 1-446, LO ES Pleasant Pond Rd., 83 a.
Lot 9-447, LO SS Hedgehog Mt. Rd. 105 a.
Lotti, Gail A.
Lot 3-861, LO, 6.8 a.
Lucas, Frederick & Margaret
Lot 5-449, LB WS Old Cty. Rd. 42 a.
Lucas, Frederick Jr. & Joan




Lot 919, LB, 5 a.
Lunden, William
Lot T-889, TO Longwoods Park
Lynch, Albert
Lot 1-821, LO NS Homestead Rd. 36 a.
Lyne, Mary C.
Lot 8-453, LO Dickey Hill Rd.
McAdams, Bruce & Joyce
Lot TO
McAlister, Nellie P.
Lot 9-503, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 53 a.
Lot 6-504, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke 73 a.
Lot 6/9-619, LB ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 567 a. (88,950)
McAlister, Everett & Muriel
Lot 6-505, LB ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 3 a.
Lot 6-506, LO off 2nd N.H. T'pike, 42 a.
McAlister, Robert & Hazel
Lot 6-510, LB NS Benn. Depot Rd. 19 a.
McCarthy, Charles F.
Lot 5-511, LB
McCarthy, John & Mary
Lot 5-512, LB ES Reservoir
McClintock, Maude
Lot 11-514, LB SS Clement Hill Rd.
McComish, Bertha
Lot 10-917, LO Dudley Pond
McConnell, Margaret J.
Lot 4-515, LO Int. Francestown,
Pleasant Pond Rds. 5 a.
Lot 4/1-516, LO WS Pleasant
Pond Rd. 12.3 a.
Lot 1-517, LB ES Old Francestown
Rd. 52.2 a.
McCormack, Edith M.
Lot 5-518, LB ES Reservoir
Lot 5-519, LO ES Reservoir
Lot 5-520, LO ES Reservoir
McEachern, George & Anna
Lot 5-522, LO ES Hart Farm Rd.
McLaughlin, F. Joseph Jr. & Marcia
Lot 10-337, LB
McNally, Charles Est.
Lot 11-524, LO Off WS Manselville Rd., 27 a. 3,375
McQuirk, Daryl D.
Lot 9-525, LO, 167 a.
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Land
Lot 9/8-526, LB, 91 a.
McWalters, Robert T. & Patricia
Lot 2-509, LB, 27 a.
Mackey, Onni & Kathleen
Lot T360, TO
MacLaren, George C. Est.
Lot 5-502, LB WS Reservoir, 5 a.
Aladden, Martin G. & Donna C.
Lot 4-704, LO, 5 a.
Maddox, "Warren A. & Bertha
Lot 5-454, LB WS Reservoir
Maffeo, Charles J. & Mildred
Lot 882, LO, 12.8 a.
Mahony, Paul F. & Regina C.
Lot 2-787, LO Old Cty. Rd. 8.5 a.
Maillette, Bernard F.
Lot 5-456, LO Island on Lake
Maine, David Nelson & Laura M.
Lot 11-739, LB WS Rte. 149 1.38 a.
Malek, William & Marianne E.
Lot 9-487, LB, 10.8 a.
Lot 11-613, LB ES Rte. 149
Manson, Mary Lyon
Lot 2-295, LB, 20 a.
Map Realty Trust
Lot 5-111, LB, 2 a.
Marcello, Robert & Virginia
Lot 10-461, LB ES Dudley Pond Rd. 95 a.
Lot 10-462, LO ES Dudley Pond Rd. 4.2 a.
Marcincin, Mary M.
Lot 3-463, LB ES Codman Hill Rd., 25 a.
Margonis, Michael & Marie
Lot 9-464, LB SS Hedgehog Mt. Rd. 99 a.
Lot 9-465, LO NS Hedgehog Mt. Rd. 30 a.
MarguHes, Max D.
Lot 5-466, LO, 50 a.
Margtilies, Michael & Elizabeth
Lot 8-468, LB ES Old Cty. Rd. 3 a.
Marotta, Rocco & Evelyn
Lot 5-469, LB WS Reservoir Rd., 21.7 a.
Lot 5-470, LO ES Reservoir Rd., 4.1 a.
Marshall, Charles Jr. & Clough, Kelley
Lot T155, TO
Martin, Francis T. Jr.
Lot 10-472, LO ES North Rd. 10 a.
Martin, Mary Katherine








Medeiros, Aron, & Kathleen E.
Lot 6-867, LB, 1.6 a.
Medlyn, Alfred H. & Barbara
Lot 5-475, LB WS Deering Lake
Medlyn, William A. & Pearl
Lot 5-476, LB WS Deering Lake
Lot 5-477, LO WS Deering Lake
Melton, Edward M. & Ruth
Lot 2-478, LB ES Reservoir
Memos, Nicholas D. & Phyllis
Lot 5-037, LB WS Deering Reservoir
Merrifield, Robert & Sandra
Lot T-854, TO Longwoods Park
Merrill, Charles & Bemyce
Lot 11-482, LTB
Merrill, Willis R. Jr. & Jean
Lot 11-277, LO SS Clement Hill Rd. 4 a.
Lot 11-483, LB SS Clement HiU Rd.
Marrow, William E.
Lot 6-484, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke.
Michelson, Sonia
Lot 2-424, LO NS Reservoir Rd. 83 a.
Michie, Stuart H. Jr. & Alan
Lot 7-486, LO, 30 a.
Lot 7-485, LO NS E. Deering Rd. 49 a.
Miklic, Joseph F. & Mary
Lot 11-451, LB NS Clement Hill Rd.
Miller, Leo E. Jr. & Mabel W.
Lot 11-636, LO WS Rte. 149 &
Old Cty. Rd. 4 a.
Lot 11-488, LB ES Rte. 149 39 a.
Lot 11-489, LO WS Rte. 149 2 a.
Lot 11-490, LO WS Rte. 149 7 a.
Miller, Robert J. & Mary
Lot 10-356, LO NS North Rd. 11 a.
Misiaszek, Gilbert N, & Linda
Lot 10-682, LB ES Dudley Pond Rd. 26 a.
Moline, Russell A. & Frances A.
Lot 4-365, LB WS Glen Rd. 4 a.
Lot 4-366, LO ES Glen Rd. 4 a.
Lot 4-367, LB WS E. Deering Rd. 2.5 a.
Lot 4-368, LO ES E. Deering Rd.
Moody, Michael & Cynthia
Lot 7-932, LO, 4 a.
Moore, Ronald T. & Dorothy





Norm, Svein & Deborah E.
Lot 6-870, LB Blueberry Hill Rd., 2.2 a. 4,095 26,920 31,015
Nugent, Peggy
Lot 5-543, LB WS Rte. 149 & Res. Rd. 2 a.
Olmsted, Harriet
Lot 8-546, LB Old Cty. Lane & Rd. 9 a.
Lot 8-547, LO ES Old Cty. Lane 16 a.
Olmsted, J. Warren
Lot 8-548, LO WS Old Cty. Rd., 33 a.
Olson, Robert E.
Lot 5-175, LB Driftwood Isle
Oltmans, John G. Jr. & Grace
Lot 4-549, LB, 135 a.
Ouellet, Ronald H. & Michelle P.
Lot 7-747, LO, 10 a.
Owen, Russell K. & Helen M.
Lot 4-101, LB, 13 a.
Pack, Thomas L. & Angela M.
Lot 8-444, LB, 41 a.
Paine, Robert T. & Joann S.
Lot 5-553, LB WS Deering Lake
Parker, Kenneth & Melvena
Lot 12-554, LB ES Manselville Rd. 7 a.
Parker, Maurice A. Jr.
Lot 9-555, LO WS 2nd N.H. T'pike, 6 a.
Parkhurst, Walter Trustee for Lisa Ann
Lot 5-036, LT Hart Farm Rd. .9 a.
Patenaude, Marjorie & Merle
Lot 10-557, LO off Cross Rd. to Henn. 50 a.
Paton, William G. & Dorothy E. Paton
Lot 8-790, LB, 3.4 a.
Pavlicek, Arthur & Thelma
Lot 9/12-558, LO WS Manselville Rd., 33 a.
Paynter, Raymond & Elizabeth
Lot 10-559, LB, 64 a.
Paynter, Elizabeth
Lot 10-911, LO, 30.6 a.
Pearson, Douglas E. & Denise C.
Lot 942, LO, 14.5 a.
Pearson, Eric E. & Lucille J.
Lot 943, LO, 14.8 a.
Pedrick, Thomas W. & Shirley
Lot 4-552, LB, 5.5 a.
Pelley, Leslie & Velma
Lot 5-560, LB WS Reservoir
Perham, Lester R. & Mary
Lot 5-562, LB WS Reservoir





Perreault, Frank & Priscilla
Lot 7-676, LB, 7 a. 6,750 20,020 26,770
Petit, Kenneth A. & Clara
Lot 5-563, LO WS Reservoir 6,230 6,230
Petrecky, Samuel
Lot 7-564, LO Clement Hill Rd. 75 a. 15,000 15,000
Petty, A. Ray III
Lot 5/2-565, LB ES Reservoir 11,450 11,130 22,580
Petty, A. Ray & Jean O.
Lot 5/2-566, LO WS Reservoir Rd., 20.5 a. 12,200 12,200
Lot 5-567, LB ES Reservoir, 2.5 a.
Philbrick, Clayton Sr.
Lot 4/1/2-568, LO, 50 a.
Phinney, Theldon & Edith
Lot 3/2-569, LB, 80 a.
Lot 3/2-570, LO, 15 a.
Pierce, Gary P. & Shelley E.
Lot 4-590, LB, 5.2 a.
Pierce, Kenneth A. & Mary L.
Lot 2-021, LB, 3 a.
Lot 2-062, LO on Francestown Line 10.7 a.
Lot 2-705, LO WS Old Cty. Rd. 45 a.
Lot 2-791, LO WS Old Cty. Rd. 4 a.
Pierce, Pauline
Lot 12-571, LO NS Manselville Rd.
Pierce, Robert H.
Lot 5-572, LO ES Hart Farm Rd. 2.5 a.
Pilley, Robert & Mary M.
Lot 2-909, LB, 22 a'.
Pimental, Raoul & Ethel
Lot 947, LO, 16.2 a.
Piatt, C. David & Doris
Lot 6-575, LO NS Bennington Rd. 26 a.
Poland, Charles
Lot T-820, TO Longwoods Park
Poland, Mrs. Ernest
Lot T-832, TO Longwoods Park
Poling, Daniel K.
Lot 8/5-577, LO NS Fisher Rd. 54.4 a.
Lot 5-578, LO SS Fisher Rd. 45 a.
Lot 8/5-579, LB NS Fisher Rd. 70 a.
Lot 8/5-580- LB WS Wolf Hill Rd. 70 a.
Pomeroy, George R. & Rosemary H.
Lot 3-816, LO off 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 2.75 a. 1,500 1,500
84
12,400
Poole, Philip A. & Janice
Lot 4-847, LO Rte. 149 & Old
Francestown Rd. 11.9 a.
Few, Bruce S,
Lot 4-386, LB WS E. Deering Rd., 2 a.
Pragoff, Harry & Cora R.
Lot 4-582, LB, 18 a.
Priesing, John W. & Anne T. Foster
Lot 5/2-585, LB SS Reservoir, 7.5 a.
Prinz, Peter G.
Lot 4-956, LO, 10 a.
Public Service Company of N.H.
Lot 587, Utility
Putnam, Madeline J.
Lot 8/9-573, LO NS Hedgehog Mt. Rd., 4.3 a. 2,148
Putnam, Roscoe & Flossie
Lot 9-591, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 3 a.
Putnam, Wendell
Lot T-345, TO Johnson City
Putnam, William A. & Joan
Lot 5-802, LB ES Old Cty. Rd. 1.5 a.
Quinn, Elizabeth
Lot 6-898, LO Blueberry Hill Rd., 11.1 a.
Quinney, Timothy J. & Patricia A.
Lot 4-373, LB, 1.1 a.
Ramsay, John P. & Villa T.
Lot 11-103, LB, 147 a.
Randlett, Walter A.
Lot 5-594, LB WS Reservoir
Rau, Evelyn
Lot 4-595, LB ES Rte. 149
Reckendorf, John & Joanne
Lot T061, TO
Reed, Kenneth
Lot 6-596, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke.
Reichman, Sydney
Lot 1/4-843, LO off Rte. 149 54.1 a.
Reiss, Johanna
Lot 5-598, LB, 18.3 a.
Rice, George N. & Dorothy
Lot 12-599, LB Fish & Game Rd. 10 a. 3,250 3,170 6,420
Rice, Robert A. & Joanne xVI.
Lot 12-561, LB WS Manselville Rd. 7 a. 6,750 13,790 20,540
Rich, Gordon B. & Clara T.
Lot 7-601, LO NS E. Deering Rd. 200 200
Lot 7-600, LB SS E. Deering Rd. 15 a. (13,350)
4,505 13,600 18,105
Rich, Gordon W.




Lot 247, LO, 5 a.
Riley, Barbara
Lot 11-602, LB WS Rte. 149
Roantree, James E. Jr. & Joan F.
Lot 5-726, LB, 2 a.
Robertson, Everett B. & Nellie
Lot 9-603, LB ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 2 a.
Robichaud, Albert J. & Marjorie
Lot 9-604, LBT
Rodriguez, Patricia
Lot 4-586, LB, 30.5 a.
Rosen, Harry B.
Lot 1-657, LB WS Pleasant Pond Rd.
Ross, Alexander Jr. & Jean M.
Lot 5-880, LB
Rowehl, Edwin F. & Virginia
Lot 2-700, LO Off Old County Rd., 14.7 a.
Roy, Louis P. & Isabelle R.
Lot 5-606, LB WS Deering Lake
Rush, Thomas
Lot 4/8/5-076, LO NS Rte. 149 &
ES Gregg Hill, 214 a.
Lot 4/5-078, LO SS Rte. 149 &
NS Farrell Rd., 19.21 a.
Lot 7/8/4-288, LO SS Tubbs Hill
Rd. 221 a.
Lot 5-364, LO NS Rte. 149 2.63 a.
Lot 5/8-607, LB WS Gregg Hill 104 a.
Lot 8-608, LO ES Gregg Rd. 23.7 a.
Lot 5-609, LO ES Gregg Hill Rd. 1.62 a.
Lot 5-710, LO Oid Center Rangeway, 27 a.
Ryan, William T. 8z Elizabeth
Lot 5-611, LB NS Reservoir
Ryley, James
Lot T-903, TO Longwoods Park
Safford, Robert R. & Cecille G.
Lot 11-612, LB ES Old Cty. Rd. 1.57 a.
St. John, Robert& Cheryl
Lot T888, TO
Salisbury, Mark
Lot T-905, TO Longwoods Park
Schirmer, Max & Margaret





Lot 5-615, LB Hart Farm Rd. 61 a.
Schofield, Edward E.
Lot 3-357, LB, 24.7 a.
Lot 3-529, LO, 20.8 a.
Schoeneman, Daniel & Dianne
Lot T616, LTB
Segrell, Edward J. & Alberta A.
Lot 7-621, LO ES Dudley Brook Rd.
Lot 7-622, LB WS Dudley Brook Rd. 2.5 a.
Seitz, Theodore & Marion
Lot 6-249, LO ES Codman Hill Rd., 4.9 a.
Seldon, Horace
Lot 5-623, LB WS Reservoir Rd. 1 a.
Senese, Julius & Lillian Y. Senese
Lot 4/1-708, LB SS Rte. 149 60 a.
Shedlow, Samuel & Anna
Lot 7/8-626, LO NS Tubbs Rd., 240 a.
Shee, William S. Jr. & Nancy M.
Lot 8-690, LO, 20 a.
Sheris, Edward
Lot 5-627, LO Island in Reservoir
Shark, F. Allen & Margaret B.
Lot 5-628, LB ES Reservoir, 3.5 a.
Sherman, David B. & Jane
Lot 7-923, LO, 10 a.
7-924, LO, 5 a.
Sherwood, Ann G.
Lot 5-630, LB, 59.1
Sherwood, Hugh
Lot 5/2-631, LO WS Deering Lake, 9.3 a.
Shklar, Gerald & Judith
Lot 5-632, LB WS Wolf HiU Rd., 25 a.
Lot 5-633, LO ES Wolf Hill Rd. 4 a.
Lot 5-634, LO WS Reservoir
Shrope, Peter E. Jr.
Lot 8-544, LB
Simes, William K. & Donna G.
Lot 9-635, LO Hedgehog Mt. Rd., 1 a.
Simons, Allen K. & Kathe P.
Lot 3-863, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 12.2 a.
Simons, Richard & Margot E.
Lot 7-186, LB Off E. Deering Rd., 3.5 a.
Sleeper, Ethel
Lot 11-638, LB Manselville Rd., 4 a.
Slocvmi, Robert & Ida/Sliney, James & Yvonne









Lot 6-659, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 3 a.
Stiebeling, Helen
Lot 10-660, LT Dudley Pond Rd. 8a.
Strepka, Robert J. & Anita
Lot 7-933, LO, 5 a.
Stubbe, John
Lot 2-665, BO ES Deering Lake
Sullivan, Catherine E.
Lot S-666, LO WS Rte. 149 1.7 a.
Sutherland, William & Myrtle A.
Lot 7-667, LB WS E. Deering Rd., 24 a.
Lot 7-668, LB ES E. Deering Rd., 6 a.
Sweeney, Mary Ann & Reginald
Lot T-730, TO Longwoods Park
Sweeney, Robert & Beverly
Lot T775, TO
Swenson, Allan M. & Barbara J.
Lot 5-239, LB WS Reservoir
Swenson, Hilkka
Lot 4/7-669, LB SS E. Deering Rd. 40 a.
Swillie, Clarence J. & Dorothy
Lot 1/4-671, LO SS Rte. 149 40 a.
Sykes, Basil & Ida




Lot 3-860, LO, 8.3 a.
Taft, Irene K.
Lot 8/11-731, LB WS Old Cty. Rd. 30 a.
Taft, Jay L.
Lot 4-921, LO, 5 a.
Lot 7-922, LO, 4.4 a.
Tanguay, Edward E. & Gloria L.
Lot 5-678, LB WS Reservoir 3,550 7,750 11,300
Tautkus, Richard C. & Nikki A.
Lot 4-934, LB, 10 a. 6,750 26,614 33,364
Taylor, Ronald & Martha
Lot T351, TO
Lot 9-808, Johnson City Park 4 a.
Testa, Pasquale L. & Gertrude C.
Lot 5-130, LO WS Deering Lake
Lot 5-680, LB WS Deering Lake
Tetlow, George H. Jr. & Janice T.
Lot 4-673, LB, 5 a.
Thieme, Carl W. & Channing R.
Lot 5-460, LB
Thody, Charles & Beatrice




Thompson, Claude W. Jr. & Muriel
Lot 5-683, LO 4,125 4,125
Thompson, Robert N.
Lot 949, LO, 41.1 a.
Lot 950, LO, 21.9 a.
Thompson, William R. &. Patricia
Lot 4/1-842, LB, 19.1 a.
Lot 4-876, LO WS Rte. 149 15 a.
Thyng, John & Rosemary
Lot 4-372, LB, 2 a.
Tiedemann, Charles Jr. & .Margaret
Lot 5-110, LB WS Deering Reservoir, 1.02 a. 9,300
Titcomb, David R.
Lot 4-850, LO off Rte. 149 79.7 a.
Titcomb, Esther A.
Lot 4-537, LB NS Rte. 149, 1.6 a.
Tobey Construction Co. Inc.
Lot 5-685, LB ES Reservoir
Lot 5-686, LO ES Deering Reservoir, 8 a.
Toland, Thomas A. & Paula G.
Lot 3/6-246, LO, 8.4 a.
Tong, Curtis & \A"avelene K.
Lot 4-848, LB E. Deering Rd., 49 a.
Traulsen & Co. Inc.
Lot 1-696, LB Pleasant Pond Rd. 1.5 a.
Traulsen, Harry
Lot 2/1-692, LB WS Pleasant Pond Rd. 303 a. 15,915
2/1-693, LO WS Pleasant
Pond Rd., 57 a.
Lot 1-694, LO ES Pleasant
Pond Rd., 305 a.
Lot 1-695, LO ES Pleasant
Pond Rd., 30 a.
Lot 1-697, LB WS Pleasant Pond Rd.
Lot 2-225, LO SS Homestead Rd., 50 a.
Traulsen, Rose Heidi
Lot 1-182, LB Pleasant Pond Rd.
Trowbridge, Danny E. & S. Linda
Lot 3-699, LO, 18 a.
Tucker, Harvey B. & Joyce
Lot 5-703, LB ES Reservoir
Underwood, Robert C. & Genevieve
Lot 5-706, LB
Vaillancourt, William J.
Lot 4-837, LO Rte. 149 & Old
Francestown Rd. 6.2 a.
Valachovic, Wayne & Eileen R.
Lot 2-112, LB, 15 a.
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6,637
Van der Schoot, Theodorus & Ada
Lot 11-709, LB SS Clement Hill 5 a.
Vento, Anthony W. & Katherine A.
Lot 11-597, LB SS Clement Hill Rd.
Verrill, Eric
Lot 2/3-137, LO WS Sky Farm Rd. 54 a.
Viriyanon, Pakasit & Brenda
Lot T908, TO
Viti, Raymond & Linda
Lot 12-389, LO, 20 a.
Vogel, Helen M.
Lot 5-459, LB WS Deering Lake
Vogelien, Bruce D. & Virginia D.
Lot 883, LO, 10.1 a.
Vogelien, Leo & Hazel
Lot 7-712, LB Clement HiU Rd. 9.3 a.
Lot 713, LO, 13.7 a.
Walmsley, Arthur
Lot 5-714, LB WS Old Cty. Rd. 6 a.
Lot 5-715, LO WS Old Cty. Rd. 20 a.
Warnesky, Dennis & Stephanie
Lot 7-927, LO, 5 a.
Warren David
Lot T823, TO
Warren, Robert E. & Florine L.
Lot 7-672, LO, 18.1 a.
Wassman, Donald & Katherine
Lot 8-717, LO Dickey Hill Rd.
Waters, Stephen G. & Jane
Lot 11-718, LB NS Clement Hill Rd. 79 a.
Wawrzynski, Jack & Ellen
Lot 4-545, LB, 5 a.
Weber, W. Allen & Marilyn
Lot 11-719, LB ES Rte. 149 3 a.
Webster, Lloyd & Annie
Lot T904, TO
Weeden, Walter W. (24,650)
Lot 5-077, LB WS Rte. 149 & ES
Reservoir Rd. 24.6 a. 15,708 29,630 45,338
Weinberg, Kenneth Yale
Lot 4-159, LB, 10 a. 12,275 26,730 39,005
WeUs, Harold
Lot 11-720, LTB 2,440 6,600 9,040
Wharem, James E. & Irene
Lot 12-721, LO WS River Rd. 1,500 1,500
Wheeler, Frederick W. & Gloria M.
Lot 4-331, LB DriscoU Rd. 5 a. 4,250 9,000 13,250
Wheeler, Ruby
Lot 8/5-722, LB WS Old Cty. Rd. 135 a. 20,325 700 21,025
91
Land
White, E. Laurence III
Lot 7/4-551, LO off Gove Rd. 18 a.
White, John & Marilyn
Lot 7-723, LO E. Deering Rd., 5 a.
Whiting, Thomas A.
Lot 12-640, LB
Whitney, Gary D. & Debra Bean
Lot T-592, TO Longwoods Park
Whitney, Howard E. & Marguerite
Lot 4-725, LB WS Rte. 149
Wilder, Shepard J. & Pauline D.
Lot 5-729, LB WS Reservoir
Williams, How^ard F. & Marion C.
Lot 8-735, LB ES Rte. 149, 4.5 a.
Wilson, Jeannette
Lot 8-736, LO Dickey Hill Rd.
Wilson, James C. Jr. & Marion L.
Lot 4-737, LO WS E. Deering Rd. 7 a.
Lot 4-738, LB ES E. Deering Rd., 25 a.
Wilson, Randall & Nina
Lot T-890, TO Longwoods Park
WUson, Robie & Therese
Lot 5-740, LO WS Reservoir
Lot 5-741, LB WS Reservoir
Wilson, Rodman & Evangeline
Lot 5-742, LB WS Reservoir
Wilson, Wayne L. & Rose M.
Lot 6-743, LB, 24 a.
Lot 6-662, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 7.6 a.
Lot 6-656, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke.
Winters, Robert Jr. & Linda
Lot 8-818, LB, 5 a.
Wirth, Alan N.
Lot 935, LO, 13.8 a.
Wise, Dennis & Elsa
Lot 3-193, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 4.5 a.
Wisnouskas, Eugene & Barbara A.
Lot 3-871, LO 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 8.06 a.
Wolf, George F.
Lot 7-744, LB WS E. Deering Rd., 62 a.
Lot 7-745, LO ES E. Deering Rd., 13 a.
Wood, Bradley
Lot 5-293, LB Driftwood Isle
Wood, Daniel & Barbara
Lot 4-841, LO Off Rte. 149, 27.6 a.
Wood, Fred I. & Evelyn L.
Lot 5-746, LB ES Reservoir
Wood, Hazel & Murray




Lot 5-748, LB WS Reservoir Rd. 3 a.
Wood, Wallace P. & Dorothy
Lot 8-749, LB WS Rte. 149, 28 a.
Lot 5-556, LB ES Reservoir
Wright, Harold & Ethel
Lot 5-751, LB Driftwood Isle
Yeaple, Beverly
Lot 7-752, LO WS E. Deering Rd., 3 a.
Yeaple, Edna S. & Beverly
Lot 7-753, LB ES E. Deering Rd., 87 a.
Yeaple, Whitney S. & Kathleen C.
Lot 5-754, LO ES Deering Lake, 2 a.
Lot 4-755, LB
Lot 5-756, LO WS Reservoir Rd., 20.5 a.
Young, Oscar D.
Lot 3-757, LB ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 41 a.
Young, Robert T.
Lot 11-435, LO NS Clement Hill Rd. 69 a.
Lot 11-758, LB NS Clement Hill Rd. 32 a.
Lot 11-759, LO Clement Hill Rd. 2 a.
Young, Ruth Crary
Lot 10-264, LO NR North Rd. 16 a.
7/10-760, LB, 220 a.
Lot 7/11-761, LB, 288 a.
Zack, Joseph Jr. & Jacqueline
Lot 5-893, LB, 3 a. 6,400 31,734 38,134
Zantroski, Frederick & Beatrice
Lot 2-762, LB ES Old Cty. Rd. 2,760 2,990 5,750
Zielinski, Bronislaus & Annie
Lot 5-763, LB WS Deering Lake 8,200 5,250 13,450
Zielinski, Francis & Helene
Lot 5-581, LB Driftwood Isle 3,800 5,750 9,550
Land
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